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ESTANCIA
News Ktabllli8.il804
Haruld (established 1908

Estancia, Torrance County,
Julianita C. Madril
Juanita Ch. Madril
H. W, Melton
Alfredo Menendez
Benito Nicolao
YalmerOberg
Christian Paskeson
Amador Perea
Candelario Perea
Eugenio Perez
Quirino Salas
Juan L. Sanches
Leopoldo Sanches
Moisés S. Sanches
Patrocinio P. Sanches
Trancito Sanches
L. E. Simpson
Mary Hallum Shaw
T.,R. Snodgrass
A. Stanton
Mrs. A. Stanton
Arthur Stanton
Benjamin A, Stanton
Mercedes Roslyn Stanion
Walter Stanton
Cipriano Tapia
Doroteo Tapia
Adolfo Trujillo
Francisco Urrea
Antonio Valencia
Librado Valencia
William Winkel
Felix Carroll Wood
.

OVER

$50.00

printed a list of the
Torrance county subscribers to
the second Liberty Loan as far
as obtainable.
It is not complete. We are told that, while
no organized effort was made in
Willard, a good many voluntary
subscriptions were made. Of
these we have no report. Also
there are doubtless other scattering ones not reported.
Anyone
.knowing of subscribers not in
the following list will confer a
favor by reporting them to this
office. We would like to have
the list complete.
It is said that the aggregate as
far as known of about fifty thousand dollars is short of the
amount apportioned to this county, but it is a good showing, just
the same.
A number of patriotic citizens
did fine work in organizing and
soliciting.
Willie Elgin
$1,000.00
Below is"

M. M. Olive

G. E. Wood

Harry J. Fincke
Robt, V. Gilbert
Edwin L. Garvin
Wm. R. Meador
L. A. Rousseau

Fred Lee Burruss
Celestino Ortiz
John H. Guyer
Charles L. Higday
Charles A. Burruss
Luther H. Marchant
Mathias G. Freilinger
J. N. Burton
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100.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
100.00
50 00
100.00
500 00

'200.00
100.00
100.00
Farmers&StockmensBankSOO.OO
Leo Douglas
100.00
200.00
Neal Jenson
50.00
Aileen Roberson
500.00
Albert Abbott
500.00
Mathias Freilinger
100.00
Carl Sherwood
Pable Aguilar
$ 150.00
150.00
Juan S. Almeida
500.00
Arnaud Ardans
50.00
E.D. Armijo
50.00
Petronillo Armijo
50.00
Nemecio Bachicha
100.00
Tomas Bachicha
G. W. Bond & Bro. Co. 5,000.00
50.00
R. F. Brown
100.00
A. R. Cecil
50.00
J. L. Chavez
50.00
Ramon Chavez
Dorothy A. Davenport
50.00
Georgie M. Davenport
50.00
50.00
Susie E. Davenport
50.00
Thos. J. Dillon
50.00
Blas Duran
100.00
Blas Duran
100.00
Dionicio Duran
Espiridion Duran
100.00
50.00
Leónidas S. Duran
Luz Sandoval De Duran 100.00
Ventura Duran '
50.00
George X. Frex
50.00
Doroteo Garcia
1,000.00
100 00
Prisco Garcia
Celestino Garde
100.00
200.00
Pascual Gil
Eugenio Gonzales
50.00
Anastacio Gutierrez
50.00
Wm, Hindi
100.00
Alejandro Hindi
100.00
Nick Jaramillo
50.00
Perfecto Jaramillo
1,000.00
Alcario Lucero
1,000.00
Cristobal Madril
100.00
Francisco Madril
50.00
José Madril
50 00
Severo Maes
50.00

100.00
50.00 Euline B. Beal
50.00 Jas. H. Rhoades '
500.00
100.00 Chas. L. Burt
50.00
50.00 Geo. Truman McWhirter
50,00
100.00 Maurice B.
50.00
Fuller
100.00 R. W. Griffin
100.00
50.00 Mrs. W. B. Hoyland '
50.00
100 00 W. B. Hoy land
50.00
500.00 James A. Perkins
100.00
100.00 Cecil E. Bigelow
100.00
50.00 Mrs. Caroline E. Johnson 2,000.00
50.00 P. Lloyd Orme
200.00
100.00 Chas. H. Hector
100.00
100.00 Thoa. N. Hollon
100.00
100.00 Christian J. Amble
500.00
150.00 Alice Hoyland
50.00
100.00 Julia A. Hill
50.00
250.00
100.00 Donaciano Chavez y Salas 100.00
1,000.00
100.00 Jose Maria Torrez
50.00
100.00 Louis Salas
200.00
50.00 T. N. Flowers
50.00 Feliciano Chavez y Salas 100.00
100.00
50.00 Refugio Lucero y Luna
A. Salas Jr.
50.00
Antonio
50.00
50.00
100.00 Carlos Salas
.50.00
100.00 Mona Alice Bush
2,000.00
50.00 Francisco Gomez
100.00
200.00 Mira A. Myers
Max
100.00
Sherwood
100.00
200.00
200 00 Jacobo Baca
100.00
100.00 Sesario M. Chavez

250.00
250.60
250.00
J. Kittie Wood
250.00
Maud Wood
50.00
Faustin Aguilar
50.00
Prudencio Madril
300.00
Narciso Chavez
200.00
Juan Burguete
500.00
J. M. Abeyta
I. F. Chavez
50.00
'
300.00
Andres Arretche
50.00
Vester Shaw
L. Ray Doyle
50.00
F. Q. Imboden
1,000.00
500.00
Massif G. Tabet
200.00
Paul Bussell
100.00
David H. Wamack
100.00
J. A. Teague
100.00
Pedro Jaramillo
100.00
Ira Chase Bruce
50.00
Miriam White
50.01
Hazel Dell Doyle
150.00
Florence A. Bruce
50.00
Thos. V. Ludlow
200.00
Daniel C. Bruce
Theodore Edmund Rodgers 50 00
FredHipton
100.00
50.00
Wm. Davis Shaw
500.00
Kelil J. Tab3t
100 00
Jesse A. Deuson
109.00
Robt. F. McGuire
100.00
Jas. Wm. C. Parker
100.00
Elias Tabet
50.00
Robert Lee Shaw
500.00
John H. Cummiford
50.00
Gladys Corbett
50C.00
Edward C. Sharpless
500.00
Mary L. Corbett
50.00
F.A.Thomas
50.00
Wm.G. Copier
50.00
Frank Schinitz
50.00
Ira Collins
50.00
George R. Farmer
50.00
W. H. Mitchell
200.00
Donald B. Stewart
200.00
Josephine E. Veal
500.00
John R. Williams
500.00
Marshall B. Condrey
100.00
Clyde E. Goodner
100.00
Juan Tabet
100.00
Tanous Geo. Tabet
100.00
Walter F. Martin
100.00
Lilian Martin
100.00
Valentin Carrillo
100.00
Juan C. Romero
100.00
Joseph A. Beal
H. Wood

New Mexico,

Mr. Sabedra

H. A. Mirabal

James Hardy Wiggins
W. W. Wagner

Charles B. Seaman
L. V. Holdridge
B. Bowman

Frank Laws
Kinsell Live Stock Co.
Cleofes Romero
Manuel Chavez
Melcor Luna '
Severo Maes
Fred H. Ayera
Emil Rauechenbaeh
S. Kelly
Andrew J. Green
John M. Milbourn
Samuel B. Orín
Alejandro Baca
Wiiliam Wood Crawford
Annie M. Porter
H. F. Shelton
John Blóck
William W. Condit
James R. Wash
M. Wood
E. H. Ayers
Eugene Mattingly
Anna May Berkshire
Ernest Green

Lucretia

'

Moe

Ralph G. Roberson, Jr.
Roberson Abstract Co.
Roman Tenorio
Peter H. Hoelscher
Henry Cox
.
Jerome Fish
Dr. Charles E. Ewing
B. Peterson
Bard Hall
Ira L. Ludwick
Ralph Stubblefield
Kemp Bros.
Estancia Lumber Co.

Thursday, November

Following is a lBt of jurors
drawn for the term of district
court to convene Dec 3. Jurors
will be summoned to appear Dec
3. The name of precinct where
juror resides follows each name.
GRAND JURY
Gil Perea, Jaramillo
Ed Estes, Lucy
Ramon Sanchez, Punta
Esau B. Lopez. Torreón
Felipe Luna, Ciénega
Marcos Cedillo, Manzano
R. C. Ireton, Cedar vale
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. J. P. Porter, Estancia
in ii ieccrmuer.
Eleno Candelaria,. Manzano
i
Paul Walkarte, Duran
Will Hill, Lucero
Door.
Manuel Perea. Torreón
IBank
money
Federico Cedillo, Torreón
Petrolino Armijo, Palma
N. L. Williams, Estancia
HE HAD A CHANCE ONCE. WHEN HE WAS YOUNG HE
Jose D. Quintano, Punta
EARNED MONEY AND COULD HAVE PUT SOME OF IT IN THE
A. G. Davis, Mountainair
BANK. BY NOW, THAT MONEY MIGHT HAVE GROWN TO BE A
FORTUNE.
AT ANY RATE IT WOULD HAVE BEEN A SNUG SUM
Paxton Brogan, Duran
TO
HAVE, AND WOULD HAVE PROVIDED FOR HIM.
L. E. Catt, Encino
fcVtrU Lirt HNS 118 UtUtMbtK IF we LIVE IT OUT.
G. S Gates, Mcintosh
BANK YOUR MONEY WITH US AND HAVF NO FFAR OF THF
FUTURE.
Arthur Shimny, Willard
COMETO OUR BANK.
Talesmen:
50.00
John Booze, Mcintosh
50.00
Bonifacio Vigil, Torreón
DIRECTORS A. 3. GREEN, 3. B. HERNDON, H. F. SHELTON
50.00
DR. C. 3. AMBLE, 3. S. KELLY.
Julian Chavez, Pinos Wells
jBsamwas
100.00
Candelario Chavez, Punta
50.00
J. T. Blancett, Estancia
Mateo Luna, Willard
METHODIST CHURCH
500.00
Jose Antonio Padilla, Torreón
100.00
C. May, Lucero
PETIT JURY
Rev. J. A. Bretz, Pastor.
500.00
Pablo Chavez, Willard
Albino Romero, Manzano
Preaching
at the Methodist
100.00
E N..Madole, Estancia
J. B. White, Lucy
church both morning and even500.00
Apolonio Márquez, Palma
ing Sunday.
Frank Laws, Mcintosh
100.00
Luciano Ballejos, Punta
100.00
Sunday School 10 A. M.
Ira L. Ludwick, Tajique
Alcario Candelaria, Ciénega
50.0d
E. Pace, Estancia
50 00
Juan Ant. Jaramillo, Ciénega
100.00
A. BURRUSS, President
NEAL JENSON. Cashier
A. L. Moore, Duran
100.00
N . BURTON, Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass't Cash'r
Willard
Jose Maria
500.00
H. C. Keen,
Directors: Willie Elgin,
Robert Lynn,
Leopoldo Chavez, Punta
100.00
F. T. Meadows
100.00
W. B. Huston, Cedarvale
100.00
Bonifacio Chavez, Punta
100.00
Most every man, woman and child has something of value a keepRafael Sanchez, Tajique
100.00
sake, jewelry, private papers. We have just installed a nest of
E. A. Mattingly, -- iucy
1,000.00
fifty safety deposit boxes, with latest Yale locks that we offer to
our customers and friends at a very reasonable rental. We have
E. D. La Foe, Duran
500.00
installed these boxes in a vault that is strictly private, and as
200.00
D. L. Stump, Mcintosh
strong as can be built with stone and cement. Come in and see,
50.00
bow we have arranged this, and get yours before they are all taken
Mateo Chavez, Manzano
200.00
by someone else.
Manzano
Peña,
Severo
300.00
W.
Hunter,
W.
Encino
200.00
We invite your investigation of our methods in handling our own
H. H. Meador, Pinos Wells
1,000.00
affairs, and the service and safety that we offer you in handling
50.00
Nicolas Baca, Encino
your account. Promises expressed to you in words will not benefit
100 00
you in the least. Safe SERVICE, accommodations, conveniences,
George Campbell, Punta
cordial personal attention, will make you feel at home with us, and
50.00
Gallegos, Pinos Wells
José
we
are thereby both benefitted.
500.00
Francisco Vigil, Moriarty
100.00
100.00 Talesmen:
100.00
Juan Padilla, Torreón
BANK
FARMERS AND
50.00
Julia) Sanchez, Duran
100.00
Juan Romero, Estancia
1,000.00
Juan Baca, Willard
100.00
Frank A. Gregory, Willard
100.00
L. E. Owen, Willard
200.00

K. máu'i.

u

and

your

Estancia Savings Bank

ST0GKMEN5

State Depository

500.00
100.00

Notice is hereby given that
the notes givea by different parties in this county for aid received from the State of Mexico,
in the way of seed, etc., are now
in my hands for collection. However to facilitate matters, I have
placed said notes and their respective mortgages at the EsAll those
tancia Savings Bank.
who received such aid will kindly
call at said bank and pay off the
said notes. Clebfes Romero, Fi
nancial Agent.

Come and See
A really and truly complete line of grocer-iseNew goods coming every day. And
we sell 'em right.

WE
Are now in position to save you money on all your wants, and
at the same time give you the best the market affords.
Heavy shipments in all departments Shoes, Boots and Arctics,
Dress Goods, Silks, Ginghams, Outings, Flannels, Hosiery,
Men's Dress Shirts in Wool and Madras, also Comforts and
Blankets.
Our Grocery DeDartment is now ablaze with the best
bles, having received a large portion of our Fall Goods.

Of eata- -

Come In and Have Us Show You
It will be a pleasure to us.

s.

Where Prices are Lowest

Volume XIV No. 2

1, 1917

LIST OF JURORS

Notice.

HELLUMS

D

Estancia Lumber Company
Headquarters

for.

Cottonseed Cake and Meal, Corn Chop. We are sole agents for the
John Becker Mill Run Bran, the best on the market

ESTANCIA
"If ever yon care to part with
don't forget my passion for antique
Jewelry."
"Oh, never I could never part with
It I"
"Forgive me. I forgot it was a pres
light

It

ent"

L0UI5O05EPH
VAflCE
THE

AUTHOR of "THE LONC
5RAS5

WOLF," "THET

DOWU'TTC
COPYRIGHT BT

CHARMING AND TALKATIVE
COVERS

LOUIS

JOSEPH VANCf

MRS. BEGGARSTAFF

DIS-

THAT LUCY CARTERET HAS A

WONDERFUL NECKLACE
Just as the giant passenger steamship Alsatla Is ready to leave
the port of Liverpool for New York, a charming young Englishwoman goes aboard and engages a luxurious stateroom. She la nervous, suspicious and fearful. Presently she learns she Is to share the
stateroom with Mrs. Amelia Beggarstaff, an amiable chatterbox of
fifty years, who lives In New York. Mrs. Beggarstaff learns the girl's
name is Lucy Carteret and that she's on her way to America to live.
She calmly announces she will act as Lucy's chaperon for the

"But that Isn't all," the girl ex- plained with growing animation. "You
see, it was a present from my father,
and the cameo It's a portrait of my
father himself !"
"It's what?" Mrs. Beggarstaff ex
claimed shrilly. "A portrait of your
father Pooh I Absurd That thing's
a genuine antiquity two thousand
years old If a day 1"
"I know. I mean, It looks like him.
That's why he gave it to me. He
showed it to me once the last time
we were together in London and I
saw the resemblance; so he sent It to
me on my next birthday.
It really
does look wonderfully like him."
"Then, my dear, you ought to pride
yourself on having a mighty handsome
man for your father 1"
"I do," the girl said indistinctly,
averting her head and closing her eyes.
"And able to make such presents!
Why, It must be worth several thousands! An exquisite specimen per
fectly preserved flawless ought by
rights to be In the Metropolitan museum. I shall envy you It till my
dying day!"
Miss Carteret didn't unswer.
And presently Mrs. Beggarstaff returned the brooch to the top of the
highboy and went her way, one fine,
thoughtful wrinkle marring the habitual serenity of her forehead.
The Dowager Dragon's deck chair
stood in the shelter of a Jog near the
entrance to the forward promenade
a most advandeck companlonway
tageous coign for the sincere student
Here, after
of seafaring humanity.
a hurried dinner, Mrs. Beggarstaff
mounted guard In the blue gloaming,
narrowly reviewing the postprandial
parade with eyes whose brightness
was as yet undlmmed by age.
At length she sat up with a quick
movement and called Imperatively,
Quoin !"
A man who, walking alone, had been
on the point of passing, Jerked a cigarette stub over the rail, and moved to
the lady's side.
'Sit down. Three mortal days Tve
been moping round the saloons with
my tongue hanging out, parched for a
bit of scandal and you never came
near me I"

Now and again friends paused to
pay their addresses to the Dowager
people,
Dragon;
amiable,
"I
"All my Ufe," the girl admitted.
was born In London, ana wnen i was personable and attractive ; yet of them
very young my parents returned to all the facile waxen tablets of Miss
America, leaving me behind because Carteret's memory retained impresthey expected to be gone only a little sions of but three personalities.
One was the famous Peter Traft,
time. Then my mother died in New
York: and my father went Into busi claiming her Interest more because of
BeggarstafFs outspoken delight
Mrs.
off
me
thought
better
ness there, and
where I was, In the care or menas, in him than through any qualities he
paraded during the few minutes he
than with him."
"But Burcly," this In shocked expos spent with the two a youngish,
body, with a drawl and a sort
your
tulation, "he came back to see
"Oh. Indeed he did, often j that is. of Insouciant humor that seemed to
considering the difficulties, the long afford the Dragon intense diversion.
voyages, and the fact that he Isn't But much of this man's discourse was
a rich man. But I haven't seen nun couched in a modified phase of American slang or else harked back to local
recently not In several years.
"And now you're going to join lum?" American topics; both largely unintel
ligible to a sense of humor nourished
a
in
affirmed
"Tes," Miss Carteret
voice that betrayed more doubt than on strictly British slang and localisms.
Then there was a Mrs. Merrllees
the suspected.
But before her astute Inquisitor according to Mrs. Beggarstaff not
could take advantage of the weakness year out of mourning for a worthless
her tone suggested there befell an In husband an adorably pretty creature,
"But I hate to disappoint; I'd nothterruption. It was nothing more ex and so bewltcblngly gracious that ing on tap high enough for your seatraordinary than a knock on the state- Miss Carteret, at Bight first caught soned palate."
room door; but it brought Miss Car- her breath with envy, then fell hope"Don't be impudent, Quoin. What
teret to her feet with a start, again lessly in love with her.
are you doing on this boat? If yon
pale and trembling.
A third she remembered for no rea"Oh I" she cried In alarm. "Oh, what son she could assign. Bis name was
Is that?" Involuntarily she stepped Quoin a tall, taciturn man with a
back as if to put as much space as quiet voice, a
attitude
possible between herself and the door. toward the Dowager Dragon's gush of
Mrs. Beggarstaff watched her In spirited inconsequence, and a suggesopen wonder.
tion of reserve. For some reason she
"It's only the stewardess. I rang remembered him more definitely even
for her some time ago."
than she remembered Mrs. Merrllees.
"Oh, If that's all." Miss Carteret As for the others, they might as well
at down again.
have been shadows on a cinematoCHAPTER

I

Continue

d

d

senii-Iron- lc

Mrs.
"One moment, stewardoss."
Beggarstaff looked back at the girl.
my
In."
object
letting
her
to
"You don't
"Oh, no, no I" Miss Carteret insisted
hastily. "Please don't mind me. I'm
very nervous haven't been well. I
was startled that is all."
' "So
I see," said Mrs, Beggarstaff
with a quizzical accent "Come In I"
The door opened, admitting a smilmiddle-age- d
Enging, apple-cheekelishwoman.
"Shut the door there! So many
people running up and down."
But when they were alone again,
much to the relief of the girl, Mrs.
Beggarstaff failed by any word to
refer to her recent betrayal of alarm
something hardly to be explained
other than by open confession which
wouldn't in the least suit Miss Carteret's book.
"Now," said the elder woman placidly, folding a veil over a most palpable
wig, but still a most becoming one,
"now Til hurry on deck and see about
our chairs, and then Interview the second steward about seats at table. I
know most of these people, stewards
and all, and generally manage to get
Just about what I want," Mrs. Begit
garstaff added with grim
"I presume you've no objection to sitting beside me? Not that you won't
see all you want of me and more,
probably right here."
"Please," the girl begged, laughing,
"ni be delighted with whatever arrangements you're kind enough to
make."
"Very good, then. And for dinner.
If yon please, put on your prettiest
frock. Peter Traft's aboard, and he's
a dear well worth dressing up for."
The bang of the door as Mrs. Beggarstaff went out might have been a
signal: Immediately the girl became
conscious that the ship was In motion vibrant and sonorous with the
drone of Its turbines.
The voyage of the Alsatla was begun, and nothing had happened. She
bad eluded pursuit was free I

graph screen.
By ten o'clock, leaving Mrs. Beggarstaff firmly fixed In the fourth seat
at a card table, engrossed by her one
confessed Infatuation, auction bridge,
Miss Carteret was abed and asleep.
A bed of almost sybaritic luxury it
seemed, as it rocked her gently to
but a bed of misery when
she awoke in the chill of dawn, with
the Alsatla, for all her Immense bulk,
dancing drunkenly to the tune piped
by a mad northeaster. And for more
than sixty hours she was held the
victim of mortal weakness and the elements' Immortal rage.
Intervals there were, of course.
when, her sufferings temporarily abated, she was able to talk a little with
comone or the other of her would-b- e
fortersMrs. Beggarstaff and the
But on Tuesday a memstewardess.
orable conversation took place, negligible though it seemed at the time.
It was at about six bells in the fore
noon watch when the Dowager Dragon
came below, ostensibly to find a book,
In reality to convey fair tidings.
'You're feeling better," she assert
ed, after a shrewd look at the girl.
Propped up in bed, Miss Carteret
moved a languidly negative head.
'Don't tell met I haven't crossed
thirty times not to
this mill-pon- d
know when a seasick woman's on the
mend. Besides, haven't yon noticed
how much steadier the boat has been
this last hour or two?"
thought I must be imagining it,"
the Invalid murmured Incredulously.
"Nonsense I The barometer's been
rising since midnight The wind shift
ed at dawn, and now we've a clearing
sky and a falling sea.
Of course
you're feeling better. You'll be on
deck before night."
"Oh, please, Mrs. Beggarstaff 1"
"Don't worry ; I shan't carry you off
by force.
Bless my inadequate Income I What's this?"
The girl turned her head wearily to
look.
Mrs. Beggarstaff had been standing
beside the chest of drawers, a hand
CHAPTER II.
abstractedly toying with her protegee's
Dtnnnr ran off uneventfully, if enli- simple Jewelry, and suddenly had
vened by the quenchless animation of singled out a brooch for wondering inthe Dowager Dragon, but Miss Ca- terest
very beautiful
This brooch was
rteret manifesting little appetite, sat
oat the meal with downcast eyes, mute thing, an exquisite cameo In sardonyx
save when courtesy dictated speech. framed In an oval frame of fine diaLater she found herself seated by her monds ; and Miss Carteret treasured it
Dragon's side on the lee of the prome- above all her possessions.
"Where under the sun, child, did yon
nade deck, In darkness save for the
beams from lighted ports. For a little pick this upr
"It was given me on my fifteenth
gladness.
with
relished
girl
this
all
the
But presently her spirits sagged again birthday."
"Five years ago?"
nd she grew drowsy, and lingered
"Just about Why?"
from her bed only to please the
Dowager Dragon laughed ded
The
.warm-hearteold woman who had
"My roundabout way of
adopted her pro tempore "on suspi- lightedly.
cion," aa lira. Beggarstaff put it not asking your age, dear." She turned
the brooch over and held It to the
grWhont
Utile harmless malice.

1

NEWS-HERATJ-

ADD MARBLES TO CURRICULUM

Popular Springtime Pastime for Boy
to Be Taken on by University
of California.

f

M IE Iwm.

"Fen dnbs, there ;"

"Knuckle down, now Prexy!"
"Sny, Prof, how many tawa will
yon swod for my moss agate?"
Those are the sporting terms in the
vernacular which soon mny be heard
of
on the campus of tlr
California, according to i. snn FranThe spectacle of a
cisco Bulletin.
group of bearded dignified educators
squatting down on their "hunkers,
while one of their number commands
their attention by the exhibition of his
skill, may be, a common one.
The new course In applied science
to be Included In the curriculum embraces the ancient problem of the Irresistible force and the Immovable
body. It has to do with the tendency
of one spherical object to Impart motion by coming In violent contact with
nnother spherical object previously In
a state of inertia, when the first object is given a certain velocity and momentum.
This is done by nn Intricate method
of expulsion, In which the sphere,
placed in Juxtaposition of the first and
second Joint of the thumb, Is propelled
through space by a dexterous fillip of
the member, which previously had
been held In a condition of suppressed
energy by means of Interlocking two
or more digits.
In other words, the game of marbles is to be part of the university
The ancient and honorable
course.
pastime, by which the vernal season of
the calendar is heralded by the small
boy, has been Included In the scheme
of exercise In the gymnasium, accordr,
ing to the announcement of F. L.
physlcnl director.
but
Not only the undergraduates,
the Instructors nnd professors of the
Decourse.
a
university Intend to take
grees possibly will be awarded the
most skillful.
It is held that the ac
tivity necessary to play marbles will
be beneficial to a high measure.
Colonel Bids Newsy

He was one of those

Good-By-

solitary-lookin-

.
g

men. According to the eagle device on
his shoulders, he was a colonel In the
United States army.
He Issued forth from a lunchroom on
lower Fifteenth street, and a newsboy
not over twelve, stepped up to him
with a paper. He seemed to be one of
the kid's steady customers.
The unsmiling face of this man who
seemed alone In the world lighted up
as he saw the boy.
"Good-by- ,
old top," he said to the
youngster, as he took the paper, "I
won't see you any more."
"Are you going to war?" asked the
boy, with nn anxious note In his voice.
"Yeh ; in a day or two now. Good-bold fellow."
The kid looked at him a minute In
silence, and said slowly:
"Good-by!- "

The officer stuck the paper under his
arm and turned up Fifteenth street,
with a strange mistiness In his eyes.
One got the idea that there wasn t
anybody else that the officer wanted
to bid farewell.

Exchange.

EDITS FIRST JERUSALEM

DAILY

Mar Ittnmar Ben Avl, editor of
the first daily paper ever published in

Jerusalem, and properly a Hebrew paJerusalem Haov recently
visited Boston. It might be well to explain that "Mar" means "Mr."
Think of it If if Mnr Ittamar
Ben Avl's enterprise had flourished
1917 years ago ; and If It had kept pace
with the current events of that period
in Jerusalem, how much of mind speculation, personal and national animosity, fruitless controversy and trouble
generally It would have saved the
world providing Herod did not out-Herhimself In the use of a ruthless
and perverse censorship.
However, as Jerusalem Is again
passing through a crisis In Its history
and as it Is likely to become of more
of more internapolitical importance
tional importance than ever after the
war, It is well that it should hove so
comprehensive and capable a Journal
ist as Ittamar Ben Avl to chronicle the events and the news. For he believes
that Palestine has a new message to give the world, and tl at It is dcstlnod
to play a large and Important part, not only In the future history of the Jews,
but In the future progress of humanity.
He Is an ardent Zionist and he believes that out of the success of Zion
ism will como not only a regenerated Jewish nation, but a force that will
react In a fine way on the Intellectual world.
He may be a dreamer, as his father, Ben Zehuda, was) nnd as Herzl was;
but as the dreams of both these men were being realized when the war broke
out, Ittamar Ben Avl believes that their dreams and his own will be fully
renllzed when the war Is over that the war will prove to be the thing neces
sary to the full fruition of these dreams.

per the

MRS. LONGWORTH

DOING

HER "BIT"

Two daughters of
Theodore Roosevelt ore Knowing their
colors ; they are not allowing all the
glory to fall to the share of the three
brothers, Theodore, Quentln, and
Archie, who are now in France. Mrs.
Nicholas Longworth, who as Alice
Roosevelt was the most popular girl
In the White House since Dolly Madison, has turned her home In Cincinnati over to the Red Cross for war
relief work. The war has had a sobering effect on the original and daring daughter of Theodore Roosevelt
who, in her reign In the White House,
attracted general attention, no less for
her independence of manner and scorn
of conventional rules as for the charm
of her unusual costumes.
In London, where the society of the
English capital lionized her, she was
hailed as the most daringly free
young woman who had ever been admitted to the inner circles. She de
clined to wear a wedding ring, smoked cigarettes, and declared that a cock-ta- ll
necessarily
was not
an Instrument of evil. Today she Is one of the most
ardent workers in the Red Cross, giving of her time, her energy, and her
money.
Her sister. Mrs. Richard Derby, the former Ktnel Booseveit, nas servea
In France as a Red Cross nurse, going over with her husband, Doctor Derby,
at the beginning of the war. Doctor Derby had charge of a Red Cross unit
and together the young couple worked in their mission of mercy. Mrs.
Derby has been back twice since her first trip over and the pitfalls of the
ocean do not seem to daunt the valiant daughter of Colonel Roosevelt.

Heavy Work Done With Steel.

British and French alike use the
heavy grenade for defensive work,
where the thrower Is sheltered by a
trench or shell hole. But when the

VLfA)7y)- e"Where Under the Sun, Child, Did You
Pick Up This?"
answer, 'Crossing the Atlantic,' I'll forget I'm a lady "
Quoin chuckled.
"I'm combining
business with pleasure,' If you must
know. Nothing pleases me more than
to be cooped up for a few days with
an unsuspicious subject. In such circumstances your humble sleuth learns
a lot about human nature,"
"Then you're sleuthing! I know It!
But on whose trail?"
"Afraid I dassen't tell, Mrs. Beggar-staff."
"What if I know?"
"That wouldn't surprise me; yon
certainly do contrive to know a surprising number of things that don't
concern you."
"I'm not sure whether that's flattery
or impertinence."
"The man who could flatter your om
niscience, madam, wouldn't hesitate
to ah tackle the Job of teaching a
New York head-waite- r
the gentle art
of being Insolent."
Mrs. Beggarstaff laughed aloud.
"But suppose I do know what game
you're stalking and can lend a helping hand?"
"Charmed
to humor your whim
Consider me a docile little supposer
And then?"
And right away Mr. Beggarstaff confesses to Mr. Quoin her
suspicion about Lucy Carteret
develDon't miss Interesting
given In the next Inopment

stallment
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Masticate Fig Thoroughly.

The composition of dried figs, dates
and raisins is similar. Under normal
conditions, and when carefully prepared, all three fruits are excellent
food for both children and grown
people. The fruit should be thorough
ly masticated, however, act lor young
children, or In any case where the
skins may prove Indigestible, It is
safer to run the fruit through the food
chopper before otherwise preparing or
serving

it

Woman's Home

word comes to "go over" the English
give little thought to the grenade. The
bombardiers make a few long range
throws ns the force approaches the
other trench, but once In the Briton
p
does his work with the Iron. The
who follow carry grenades for
their work, while their comrades tear
across country for the next trench.
This nppears to be one of the essen
tial differences In French and English
grenade practice which the Americans
will be called on to decide between.
At present the opinion of the American line officers seems to lean to the
English Idea that the light offensive
grenade Is of scant worth. No decision will be reached until both plans
have been subjected to trial.

BOYHOOD

WAR SECRETARY'S
Newton D. Baker, secretary of
war, got his first military experience
when he accepted the office President
Wilson offered him. He never even
played with tin soldiers when he was
a boy. He was always peaceable. His
own mother, Mrs. Mary D. Baker,
sayn so.
"I hate war," the mother Of the
war chief said, "but I wouldn't have
n son who would hesitate to fight for
hli country."
Another son, Cnpt. Frank H. Baker,
is on his way back to his post In Paris.
Her husband was a noncommissioned
officer in the Confederate cavalry, and
13 of her cousins served In the Civil

g

Sl

war.

No!" she said when
"Nonsense!
asked If she thought her son, Newton
D., would be the next president
I
Give Cheerfulness
Chance.
The only
don't think he wants
Cheerfulness is a much rarer quality person who Is confident Ithe'll be the
than Is generally supposed, especially next president is his old black
among the rich. It was not common mammy
down In Virginia. Newton has aged In the last year. There are
even before we learned that, In spite Unes
in his forehead which were not there before. He always had such a
may
Browning though
of
God
be In boyish appearance.
his heaven, nevertheless, all is wrong
"I don't worry about my boys, though. They can au take care of them
In the world.
selves."
men
"most
ot
quiet
Uves
lead
If
hasn't a gray hair in her head. "That's
Mrs. Bake-- , though seventy-fiv- e,
desperation," as Thoreau says they do, because my boys are so good," she explained.
it Is, I suspect, because they will not
allow cheerfulness to break In upon
them when It will. A good disposition
Is worth a fortune. Give cheerfulness
COMMANDS REGIMENT IN FRANCE
a chance and let the professed philoso
pher go hang. A. Edward Newton, In
Col. George D. Duncan, now on acthe Atlantic
tive detail, was born In Kentucky,
October 10, 1861, and appointed to the
Japanese Champagne.
Military academy from that state in
The Flowery Kingdom has, In the
1882. In 1886 he was commissioned
course of the war, been saturated with
a second lieutenant in the Ninth inso much wealth that the government
fantry, and has served continuously
brewery at Takinogawa deemed it a
In that arm of the service.
good investment to go into the cham
Colonel Duncan was recently repagne producing business at 9 yen
leased from detail to the general staff
(yen, 50 cents) per bottle. The effer
corps to Join one of the Infantry regivescent power of the Japanese "Madment to be sent to the French front
ame Cllquot" Is so great that by
and is now on the field at the head of
carelessly uncorking a bottle half of
a regiment of regulars.
Its contents Is lost on the floor. This,
Colonel Duncan Is an exceedingly
at least. Is the report printed In "The
active officer and maintains a wonderProbably, a
North China Herald."
ful control of his men. He first discombination of trade Jealousy and potinguished himself In the Philippine
litical malice. Exchange.
islands, where, after serving for two
years
In the field, he was In 1900 apNo Faith In the Bard.
pointed chief of scouts, In which ca"They still play Shakespeare
In
pacity he did creditable work.
Germany."
General Pershing and Colonel Dun"Good 1" exclaimed Mr. Storming-Io- n
can have long been close friends, the
Barnes.
"If there Is anything I
like, it is to see those Germans lose commanding general having recognized the worth of his subordinate when
thy were serving In the Philippine together.
their money."

ESTANCIA
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put on the roof unti
'it
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In Paradise
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It is poor economy to

5$

save money by substitut-

I?

ing something inferior,
but wouldn't you like to
6ave on cost if you could
get something better ?
You can get a better roof
for less money if you put
on

IJ
'T''

Roofing
I

I

is economical to buy, inexpensive to lay and costs practically nothing to maintain.
It is
light weight, clean, sanitary,

It

and

weather-tigh-

t.

It

is now used as the preferable
type of roof for office buildings,
factories, hotels, stores, warehouses, garages, farm buildings,
etc., where durability is deCERTAIN-TEEmanded.
is guaranteed for 5, 10 or 15
years, according to thickness (1,
2 or 3 ply.)
D

Certain-tee- d

Paints and Varnishes

I the name
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Certainfeed
Before its merits were recognized, roll roofing; was regarded
as a more or less temporary roof
but now CERTAIN-TEE- D
has demonstrated that it is not
rjnlv s most durable roof, hut
also thi most efficient roof.

By Charles Frazer Rom

5

are made for all
uses and in all
colors. With paint,
as with roofing I

"Travel," recommended Dr. Lucius
Thorpe to Archer Wayne, not professionally consulted, but as an old-tim- e
Crlend and adviser.
"Not for my health, surely," said
Wayne. "I never was In better trim
In my life."
"Physically, yes," returned the medico. "Mentally and socially a perverted nondescript."
Wayne
"Thank
you!" observed
dryly.
"Oh, don't get offended. We are rial
friends. It was a blighting destiny
that chained you down to a desk and
kept you there, a mere machine, for
ten years. It sort of soured the milk
of human kindness In your natural
you are sudmakeup. At twenty-fiv- e
denly lifted from mediocre subsistence
to opulence through an entirely unexpected legacy. You are thrown on the
world surfeited with money and as
unused to the opportunities for enjoying it as an author. Therefore, I say
travel, get acquainted with the world,
cultivate friendship, fellowship, and, If
the right young ludy comes along,
love."
The word fell upon dull hearing. It
was a word, nothing more to the man
to whom all womankind represented
mystical, dainty creatures, for whom
he had not cultivated even casual regard. He felt this and other deficiencies of knowledge, however, and decided to see the world at large.
Six months later Arthur Wayne had
nearly circumnavigated the globe. He
had been a lonely tourist, for It was
difficult for him to cure his settled

CERTA-

IN-TEED

is a

guarantee

of quality and
satisfaction.
Certain-tee- d

Product

Corporation

New York. Chicaro, Philadelphia, St. Lonla.
Boattn, Clerelaod. Plttaburch. Detroit. Buffalo,
aan Fraodaco. Milwaukee. Cincinnati. New
Mlnoeapolla, Kaniaa City
Loa Anrelee.
Orteana.
Seattle IndlanapoUa. Atlanta. Memphla. Richmond.
Salt Lake City. Dea
Grand Rápida, Naihvtlle.
Moinea. Houaton. Dululh. London. Sydney. Hi Tana

An Innovation.
"Talking about educational Improvements, I would suggest to have school
rooms rigged like vessels."
"Why bo?"
"Because then they could have what
Is much needed
a spanker boom."
OLD

PRESCRIPTION
FOR WEAK

KIDNEYS

A medicinal preparation like Br. Kilthat has real curative
mer's Swamp-Roovalue almost sella itself. Like an endless
remedy
is recommended
system
chain
the
by those who have been benefited to those
who are in need of it.
is a physiDr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
cian's prescription. It has been tested
haB
brought
to count
results
for years and
leas numbers who have suffered.
The success of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
is due to the fact that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney, liver and
bladder diseases, corrects urinary troubles
and neutralizes the uric acid which causes
rheumatism.
Do not suffer. Get a bottle of Swamp-Roo- t
from any druggist now. Start treatment today.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton. N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

Fascinated

Him.

reticence. But he had brushed elbows
with new people and had learned to
observe their ways, and ever and Anon
found a congenial spirit. It was all In
a day's companionship, however, and
hp made only casual acquaintances.
The great modern capitals did not
attract him. The historic held all of
compelling Interest. Egypt, India, the
Ganges, the Euphrates, Asia Minor, the
romance and reliquaries of olden
times held much of fascinution for
iilm.
One day at an obscure town
fringing on a wonderful sketch of
greenery and mountain expanse, he
left the tourists sojourning at some
celebrated medicinal, springs, shouldered his traveling pack and strolled
Characteristic.
forth alone. The natives offered guide
She Did you say something T
and servant assistance, but he wished
to be alone. Nature was at Its most
He Nothing.
She How like you. The Lumb.
glorious along the narrow paths. The
hum of busy Insect life, the soft whisThe various hotels and amusement
perings of the broad leaves seemed to
employ over say: "I am nature come Into my
places In Great-Britai- n
B 1,000 women.
workshop."
Wayne strolled for hours. He had
No, Herman, the family tree of the traversed a beautiful valley when he
His
a scrub found dusk Just approaching.
scrub lady Isn't necessarily
compass gave him no hint of the proxDak.
imity of settlement or hamlet. It
guided him north, however, and he
knew that somewhere in that direction
lay Muhdl.
A full, glorious moon lighted his
way and enhanced the rare beauty and
grandeur of bis environment.
He had
about decided to unpack, eat nnd
spread his blankets for. a full night
rest, when he noted a flag waving In
the near distance. He kept It In sight
and came to a board enclosure, when
the tinkling of a bell attracted him.
Beyond the spiked fence he made but
a man. He wore a bell strapped to
bis knee.
"Can you take me In for the night,"
called Wayne across the fence but the
LOSSES SORELY PREVENTED
waved his arms dlssentlng-ly- ,
BLACK ky CUTTER'S .HACKLES PILLS man inside threateningly.
almost
fcwh. tellable,
p retened by
"Do you not see the color of the
flag, yellow, the signal of pestilence,
irttMt whr
éHBl
and the warning bell? Go go, there
Wrtie lor booklet udterHmitarj.
U Infection In the very air. Tbla is the
m i .uu
pm.
nm,
DiKiin
iitwii ka.BJacklM III. 14.00
pest station."
Use anr tejectoc. but Cunar! rim pleat and tfitn'ne.
"How near can I find a habitation T
That upertorlty ol Cuttar products is due to over If
yeair ol ipeciall rinf la VaccinsS A.ND sbrumi
Inquired Wayne.
INUST OM CUTTU B. U UMbUlubt
ONLY.
Ordar direct.
You might reach a
"None near.
Tee Cntar mwiwi, mirry, Einvnw
spring pavilion a league or more down

flAlMKUni

ir? n
M

NEWS-HERAL-

the road. You could rest there till
morning. Go."
Wayne kept on. He was truly weary
as at the end of an hour. Finally he
crossed a plankwny spanning a flow of
sparkling surplus water, and, tracing
Its source, he made out a stone pavilion on a knoll half hidden In a nest
of luxuriant flowers and vine growth.
"I shall wait uutll daylight," he soliloquized, as he ascended the steps
of the pavilion, dropped to a bench beside a marble table and gave utterance to a sigh of profound relief. Then
with a violent start, almost a thrill,
he stared wondering at the end of the
long bench. It held another occupant
than himself,- - a woman, fair and
comely.
She was asleep, and her face with
closed eyes and placid Hps was turned
towards him. Her silken golden tresses
formed a pillow for one arm.
The
pellucid moonlight clearly outlined the
classic features.
Archer Wayne sat
spellbound. Who could she be a venturesome tourist, belated, lost, like
himself? For the first time In his Ufe
he found the opportunity to study, to
analyze the face of a woman. The
Unes of character and loveliness attracted blm, the strangeness of the
occasion enchained fancy and satisfaction.
Abruptly the fair blunderer sighed,
opened her eyes, and then, discovering
that she had a companion, arose to
her feet In some trepidation. Wayne
followed her example, lifting his cup
courteously, with the words:
"I fear you, like myself, are a venturesome wanderer, out of your bearings."
His clear voice, his utter manliness
reassured the lady. She hastened to
smooth her disarranged tresses, she
smiled in a pleased way.
"If that is your trouble, like my
own," she said sweetly, "I am glad you
have come. Yes, I have lost my way,
and the pavilion offered shelter, and I
shall not feel frightened now."
Wayne bowed In thanks at the ex
pressed confidence in him of the beautiful stranger, and said:
"Perhaps we had better wait for
dawn. In the meantime," and he lifted to the stone table his tourist pack
and opened It. "If you are half fam
ished as I am, you will enjoy a little
luncheon."
Her bright eyes twinkled approvingly as he brought Into evidence an elec
tric tube, pressed Its button and set It
upon the table.
Then Wayne pro
duced an appetizing array of food
which his precision had secured at
the settlement. Even to salt, pepper,
vinegar, the materials were at hand
to season a most satisfactory cold
luncheon.
She joined blm, a gladsome invited
guest, with all the zest and enjoyment
of a healthy normal woman. They
chatted, the repast concluded. Somehow, her eyes so full of natural Interest
and sympathy, won him to tell his life
story bit by bit. Wayne felt drawn
more closely to this companion as she
In turn told of lonely orphan years.
She was of a party who were at the
She had
hotel at the settlement.
strayed far to gather floral specimens,
and he pulsated with new and vivid
emotions, as she showed him the books
In which she had pressed her collections and her perfumed breath swept
his cheek gentle as the fluttering of
an angel wing. Then the conversation
died down. Her head had dropped to
the support of the bench. He sat imbreathing.
She
movable, scarcely
seemed so beautiful in sleep. Her head
touched his shoulder. A nameless
ecstacy possessed his being.
Thus
passed the sweet night away, and by
stages his own senses stole Into a slumber, and he awoke to find the rising
sun of a new glorious day coming up
over the hill tops.
There was enough nnd to spare for
an early morning refection. Hilda
Broughton was bright and sparkling
under the influence of gratitude for the
care and companionship of the true
gentleman who had rescued her from
the fears and discomfort of a night of
loneliness.
"Did you know," she asked as they
started on to locate the town, "that
these natives about here declare thai
all this country around here is the
original location of the Garden of
Eden?"
He had heard of it, and his heart
beat fast at the trustful contrast ol
the small gloved hand on his arm. Not
now the time, but later on, he resolved
on that, he should tell her that he
hoped he had found his Eve.
Comforted Departing Soldier.
He was as straight a young corporal as you ever was In khaki. And
he was telling the woman who sat
next In the car that he wished the war
could be over in time to cut and shock
the corn.
"My father Is a good farmer, but he
Is nearly sixty and that's too old for a
man to be working when he has a son
to do for him. And my mother Is so
little she can walk under my outstretched arm, but here's what I keep
studying over up here dad cried and
begged me to come home the first
chance I got, but mother said: 'Bub,
you know how I hate to have you go.
but you are fighting our fight for us,
and though it is only a day's ride from
here to Washington city I want you to
"
come back by way of France
There was nothing to it, of course,
except for the comfort it gave the
youngster to talk of his mother'i
bravery and his father's corn.
And comfort means a whole heap.
Washington Star.
New Dlacoverlea.

"What new lesson did you learn at

school today, son?"
"Found a new way of getting out of
school an hour by anufiin' red Ink op
my nose."

The United States Government Food
Administrator Says:
"

"Baking Powder Breads of corn and
other coarse flours are recommended"

Dr. PRICE'S
CREAM

BAKING POWDER
Makes delicious muffins, cakes and coarse flour breads
CORN MEAL MUFFINS
oup corn meal
cops floor
6 teaspoon salt
a level teaspoons Dr. Price's
tablespoons sugar
1 cup milk
tablespoons shortening

t

NUT BREAD
I

Baking-- Powder

Mix thoroughly dry ingredients ; add milk and melted
shortening and beat well. Bake In greased muflía
tins In hot oven about 80 mtantea.

aupa tTaham flour

I level taaapoona Or. PrlM'a Bakinf Pome
1H taaapoona gait
1Í4 oupa milk and water
$4 cup augar or oorn aynip
I cup chopped nnta (not too ana) or 1 eop

lalaina, waahed and flourad
Vlx torathar flour, baking powder and aalt; add milk
and water, augar or corn ayrup and nntmaata or
ralalna. Put Into greased loaf pan. allow to atañe!
80 mlnutei In warm place.
Bake In moderate ovea
40 to 6 mlnvtea.

Oar reef, white and blue booklet, "Beet War Time Recipes" containing additional limitar recipe, tent
tree on rea ueet. Addren Dept. W, 1001 Independence Boulevard, Chicago
Has a Job He Can't Quit.
Jim Garry believes that If you don't
like n job, quit the job. Jim enlisted
In the Sixth regiment and soldiered
for 17 days, when he got leave to go
home. A few days later the Sixth got
back Jim's uniform, nnd the whole
A note accompanied It.
It
outfit.

Answered.

The motorist was looking disconsolately ut his car that lay helpessly on
Its side on the border of a small plow-

ed field. It had obviously skidded off
the road.
Presently a passer-b- y of the genial
kind that will ask senseless questions
came along.
read:
Have you had nn acci"Hello!
"I've thought It over and decided I
don't want to be a soldier. So I quit dent ?"
"No," returned the exasperated monow. Sly outfit Is on the way."
Hut the soldier's job is one Job you torist. "I've just bought a new car,
can't quit when you want to. So Jim so I brought the old one out to bury
Got a pickaxe and
Is back In the ranks, trying to like It. It In this field.
shovel In your pocket you could lend
Toledo News-Bee- .
me?" Answers.
Smile on wash day. That's when you use
Red Cross Ban Blue. Clothes whiter than
Distant.
snow. All grocers. Adr.
"Is your wife hard to please?"
; I have never reached
know
don't
"I
More Than One Way.
Judge.
"Everyone nt the club thought my that stage."
hat was lovely, dear," said Mrs. Holt
With a beaming smile. "Of course it
The wise man goes on a still hunt
was not expensive.
I only paid .$22 for opportunity Instead of waiting for
for It, but It Is quite as lovely as Mrs. It to call.
RIngley's, which cost her nearly $75."
"But the RIngley's nre able to own ALL MEN AT HOME SHOULD
a more conspicuous pew In church
PREPARE FOR WAR
than we nre," faltered her husband.
"Well,"
she exclulmed,
radiant,
The first test a man Is put thru for
"they can't come In any later than we either
war or life Insurance Is an examican I" Grit.
nation of his water. This is most essential because the kidneys play a moat Important part in causing1 premature old age
BOSCHEE'S GERMAN SYRUP and death. The more injurious the poisons passing thru the kidneys the sooner
will quiet your cough, soothe the in- comes decay so says Dr. Pierce of Surgical
Buffalo, N. T.. who further
flammation of a sore throat nnd lungs, adviseInstitute.
all people who are past thirty to
stop irritation in the bronchial tubes, preserve the vitality of the kidneys and
free the blood from poisonous elements,
Inspiring a good night's rest, free from such
as uric acid drink plenty of water-sw- eat
coughing and with easy expectoration
some daily and take Anurlc, double
In the morning.
Made and sold In strength, before ismeals. discovery
of Dr.
a late
This
years. A won- Pierce
America for fifty-tw- o
and is put up in tablet form, and
derful prescription, assisting Nature In can be obtained Lt almost any drug store,
that backache, lumbago, rheumatism,
building up your general health and For
"rusty" joints, swollen feet or hands, due
throwing off the disease. Especially to uric acid in the blood, Anurio quickly
the uric acid as hot water does
useful In lung trouble, asthma, croup, dissolves
sugar. Take a little Anuric before meals
bronchitis, etc. For sale in all civil- and prolong
your life. Send 10 cents to
Dr. Pierce for trial package of Anurlc.
ized countries. Adv.
Large package 60 cents.
He Got the Blind.
A tradesman In a certain town put
's
a box outside his shop, labeled "For
Kp-TjXarterthe Blind." A few weeks Inter the box
disappeared.
Great in
0
S
j
10
"Halloa
What's happened to the
Every
CARTERS
box for the blind?" he was asked by
a friend.
"Oh, I got enough money," he reB PILLS.
This
plied, pointing up to the new canvas
shop
window.
blind that sheltered his
Genuine bears slgrntrire
"Not bad, Is It?"

y 'Y
TK&Í

Porto It lean women may be given
the right to hold o Hice, but not to
vote.

ver

Actively Employed.
"Are you employed ut present?"
"Yes, sir; lookin' for work."

Transcript.

$100 Reward, $100

Catarrh la a local disease greatly lnflu
by constitutional condltiona.
It
therefore requires constitutional treatment.
HALL'S CATARRH MiSDICINB
Is taken Internally and acts through the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
MEDICINO
HALL'S CATARRH
destroys the foundation of the disease,
gives the patient strength by Improving;
the general health and assists nature in
doing its work. $100.00 for any case of
Catarrh
that HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE falla to cure.
Druggists 76c. Testimonials free.
F. J. Cheney oV Co., Toledo, Ohio.
enced

Explained.

"There Is meat In everything
advertising man writes."

that

"Then no wonder he comes so high."
Accounted For.
"Did you find Jessie In when you
,
called unexpectedly?"
"Yes; that Is how I found her out"
WHEN IT LOOKS DARK to any weak
or ailina woman.
II 1 Dr. Pierce's Favor
Prescription
ite
I
A i comes
to her help.
For "female complaints," pains, ininflammaternal
tion or ulceration,

I II

l r

bearing-dow-

sations,
chronic

sen-

all
and
weak-

and
nesses
rangements,

de-

this is
proven rem-edV. Ita t.h nnlv
medicine pot "up without alcohol ingredients on wrapper. Liquid or tablets. All
Druggists. Tablets 60c.
An easily procured vegetable pill is
made up olí
the dried juice of
the leaves of aloes, and the root of jalap,
made into a tiny pellet and coated with
sugar.
It was first put into ready-to-ns- e
form by Dr. Fierce nearly 50 years ago.
Almost every drug store in this country
sells these vegetable pellets in vials for
30c simply ask for Dr. Pierce's Pleasant
Pellets. They have Dr. R. V. Pierce stamp.
the

Little Liver Pills

''" 'upw or 'M' ' "viaz. It are
CONSTIPATED
J0U

is unpoaaibae

i0"

when you

old remedy will set you right over

night

Try
the
T
f)l
f I IF DrADI
rfcUrLfc
r ALU
carter's iron pills
Uatnliy Need Iron in

Blood.

Overworked Women
must learn not to
neglect their health
How Women are Restored to Health
Spartanburg, S.G. "For nine years I suffered from backache, weakness, and irregularities so I could hardly do my work. I
tried many remedies but found no permanent relief. After taking Lydia . Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound I felt a great
change for the better and am now well and
strong so I have no trouble In doing my work.
hope every user of Lydia E.I' ink ham's
IVegetable
Compound will get as great relief
as I did from it use." Mrs. S. D. McAbkb,
122 Dewey Ave., Spartanburg. 8. 0.
Chicago, HI. "For about two yean I suffered from a female trouble so I was unable
to walk or do any of my own work. I read
about Lydia K. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound in the newspapers and determined to
try it. It brought almost immediate relief.
My weakness has entirely disappeared and I
never had better health. I weigh 165 pounds
and am as strong as a man. I think money
is well spent which purchases Lydia E.PinkV
Mrs. Jos.
ham's Vegetable Com pound.
O'Bryax, 1765 Newport Ave--, Chicago, VL

YOU CAN RELY UPON

LYDIA E
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

We are unable to give our readers
anything worth while on the bean
d
situation.
Buyers maintain they can
PabUihad mrj TbondH
get no offer that will justify paying
They say jobbers are
above $7.25.
J. A. CONSTANT.Editorand Owner.
holding off in the belief that the gov
Kotared aa aaoond elasa matter JanaarrU. formed the
dishaving
will
Mclntosb
fix
to
last
a price. Estancia buy
been
ernment
heretofore
family
mo.ed
Too Timmons
W7, In the poatorHoa at Katanola, N. M., under
spring from tho vicinity of Meeker, Oklahoma, charged as physically deficient ers have bought a lew cars, dui can v
the Aet of Conirreeaof Maroh 8, MOT.
where they hare made (rienda and won the
Bhip
except
them
at a Iobs at the presof tlieir neighbore.
on the. certificate of only one ex- ent time.
Subscription $i,60 per year in advance
We join with the friends In wishing the

Estancia

News-Heral-

Recalled for Physical Examination
Oklahoma,
and
The followine persons have
Meeker.
James Collins of
Ulsa Flora Timmons of Mcintosh, were marbeen called up for physical exried Monday at the court house.
Bev. H. E. Timmons, father of the bride, peramination Novembes 8, same
ceremony.
MARRIED

1

,

ñ
?

WtMMrS

Pure
UNSWEETENED

CUaPORATtU

Goat Milk

'
i--

i

i

Tí.,.

Ytnhv Fnnd
fnr Invalids
rwionnf nrnu
- -7 V J
J.7

urt f'vií

i Work wonder
tillering wim

Irnuiil.

In

i'oieiyw;"r""

DRUGGISTS
Tim
Put ud ia II-- .

AT LEADINO

V

WIDCMANGOAT-MILKJC- a

bride and her husband a long life of prosperity
and happiness.
Slnoe last report Justice Potoraon has
two marriaao eeromoniee :
Kber Stavonson of Red Btyer, H. M., and Beatrice Padilla of Santa Fe.
and
Dave Smith of Stockton, California,
was
Llllie Norwood of Estancia. - The groom
during
d
ono of the men with the
a daughter of Mr.
fair week, and the brido Is Hying
west of Baand Mrs. J. M. Norwood
tánela.

$10

REWARD.

Strayed or stolen, bay gelding
hands, branded left
about 14
shoulder with Macario Torres'
brand, and left jaw with W. W.
Wagner's brand, few white
specks on back, no other white
Above reward for
markings.
L. H. Spencer, Mcrecovery.
adv
intosh.
.

1-- 2

amining physician:
Andy N. Roper, Lucy
Emzy J. Seymour, Mountainair
Roscoe Garland, Estancia
James Clinton Autrey, Quarai
Jose Manuel Baca, Mountainair
Archibald Thurber, Eastview
tVm. D. Roach, Estancia
Curtis T. Haygood, Mountainair
Antonio Pena, Torreón
Manuel Cedillo, Tajique
Forest L. Mason, Estancia
Sam'l Arch Owens, Mountainair
Catarino Montano, Palma
Robert R. Ogilvie, Estancia
Clarence E. White, Estancia

AN

010 MAN'S

STOMACH.

As we grow older and less active,
less and less food is required to meet
the demands of our bodies. If too
much is habitually taken, the stomach
When a man reaches the
will rebel.
advanced age of 85 or 90, you will find
that he is a light eater. Be as careful
as you will, however, you will occasionally eat more than you should and will
feel the need of Chamberlain's Tablets
to correct the disorder. These tablets
do not contain pepsin, but strengthen
the stomach and enable it to perform
They also
itB functions naturally.
cause a gentle movement ofthe bowels.

State of New Mexico.
Notice for Publication.
Public Land Sale,
LEAGUE PROGRAM
Torrance County.
RESOLUTIONS
Co.
Torrance County Abstract
Office of the Commissioner of Public
Nov. 4, 1917, 6:45 P. M.
Topic, Leavening
Lands,
A. R. POOL, Manager
Whereas, Divine Providence in
the
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
N. MEX. its Wisdom saw fit to take to her
ESTANCIA,
rest the beloved Mother Opening Song No. 135, "The Notice is hereby given that pursuant
Fifteen years experience as an Ab- eternal
to the provision's of an Act of Congress,
stracter. See us before placing your of Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Ayers, Oncoming Millions for Jesus,
approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of
members and teachers in the by League.
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Episcopal Sunday
Prayer.
Methodist
the State of New Mexico, and the
Song No. 74, "Wanted," by rules and regulations of the State
School,
I
Annie M. Ayers,
League.
Land Office, the Commissioner of PubPhysician and Surgeon
Mnnr thprpfnrp ns an evidence
Scripture, Isa. 60:3-5- ,
Miss lic Lands will offer at public sale, to
Office in rear of Estancia Savings Bank of our appreciation
of her life Mamie Hays.
the highest bidder, at 9 o'clock A. M ,
Building
Scripture, Isa. 60:10, Miss Cora on Tuesday, January 8th, 1918, in the
and her influence for good, and
town of Estancia, County of Torrance,
our sympathy for the sorrowing Block.
ESTANCIA, N. M.
Scripture, Acts 1:8, Miss Por State of New Mexico, in front of the
family, we extena to tnem our
Court House therein, the following de
heartfelt sympathy and pray ter.
D. S. KING
Henry scribed tracts of lands, viz. :
Scripture, Matt. 13-3that the Heavenly Father may
Coenty Surveyor
Hays.
NEM, SE'i NWJ4',
Sale No. 933-- S,'
comfort their hearts.
"The Immigrant in America," Sec. 30, T. 5 N , R. 6 E., containing
'"Tis not darkness gathering
Agrimensor de Condado
120 acres.
The improvements consist
Prof. Enckson.
'round me
Quartet. Mr. Kemp, Miss Hin- of fencing, value $10.00.
Mcintosh. N. M.
Which withdraws me from
Sale No. 93I-S- WI4
man, Mr. McGhee and Miss Tur
SW, EK SWM,
your sight;
Sec. 86; T. 5 N , R. 6 E., containing
Walls of flesh no more can bound ner.
Reading.
Miss Turner.
120 acres. There are no improvements.
me;
W. H. MASON
Song No. 191, "The Army of
NW.y,
NWM
Sale No. 935-- WK
But, translated into light,
Physician and Optician
SWM, Sec. 36; T. 5 N., R. 6 E., conLike the lark on Mountain wing, No Retreat," by League.
taining 120 acres. There are no imClose Mizpah, by League.
Though unseen, you hear me
A SPECIALTY
REFRACTING
sing.
H. B. Fuller, Chief Agricul- provements.
Estancia, N.M. Heaven's broad day hath o'er me turist of Washington, assisted by Sale No. 936-- AI1 of Sec. 30; T. 4 N.,
broken,
State Leader Cooley, and assist- R. 6 ., containing 640 acres. Im
ants Elser and Harwell, held a provements consist of fencing, value
PROFESSIONAL

DIRECTORY

DR. H. T. WICHMAN

.

rthiui...

C.J. Amble

Physician and Surgeon
Treating
Office practice and consultation.
of Eyee and Fitting of (lascas a Specialty.
Office at Drag Store
MOUNTAIN AIR. N. M.

Chas. F. Eaaley

Chas. R. Easley

Far beyond earth's span of sky;
I am dead: nay, by this token
Know that I have ceased to die.
Would you solve the mystery?
Come up hither come and
see!"
Methodist Episcopal Sunday

School.
By Mrs. S. E. Kemp,
Edna May Hinman,

--

Annie Porter,
Committee.
Supplementing the announcePractice in the Courts and Land Dept. ment made here last week by
Land Grants and Titles Examined.
Congressman William B, Walton,
SANTA FE, N. M.
that the classification and designation of New Mexico lands by
the U. S. areoloeical survey un
e
act would be
der the
atarted about January 1. Senator
FRED H. AYERS
A. A. Jones stated today that
Attorney and Counselor at Law
representatives of the interior
department were already in the
Offloe hour. 9 :80 a m to 4 :80p m
state outlining the classification
NEW MEXICO
ESTANCIA,
work, and that classifiers of the
geological survey, under whose
direction the work will be done,
6. B. Swing1
will be at work at an early date,
DENTIST
possibly before the opening of
NEW MEX.
ESTANCIA
new year.
Sometimes out of town first of week the
Credit for speeding up the
but always in Estancia office Fridays
of designating lands under
and Saturdays. Office in Ayers building work
the Dro visions of the
grazing homestead law belongs
W. DRAYTON WASSON
to Senator Jones and Congressman Walton.
The designation
Attorney at Law
of the New Mexico lands means
Will practice in all Courts of New Mexico the settlement of several thou
sand additional families in the
NEW MEX.
ESTANCIA
state. New Mexican.
EASLEY & EASLEY
Attorneys at Law

640-acr-

640-acr-

e

RESTAURANT

Notice of Special Master's Sale
In pursuance of a judgment and de
cree of foreclosure and sale rendered
the District court of Torrance Coun
Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof in
ty, State of New Mexico, on the 27th
Cakes and Pies
day of June, 1917, at Estancia, N. M ,
J. R. WASH.
in a certain cause numbered 616 Civil,
therein pending, wherein John E. Cole
T.
is plaintiff and William Cornforth and
Lula Cornforth and John L. Finley are
General
defendants; said action being a suit for
Wágon Yard
the foreclosure of mortgage deeds, in
All Kinds of Feed
which action plaintiff obtained judgLand for Sale
Chilili, N. M. ment against defendants which judg
ment remain! unpaid in the sum of
Also V on right hip, $1,545 24, together with interest therecross on right shoul- on
at the rate of 12 per cent per an- der, XX on left hip.
Range 6 miles north turn from the 19th day of "December,
1 mile west of Lucy. 1916, payable
until paid,
Notify Mrs. S. A. and costs and expenses of suit, and
Edmonds & Sons. also
recovered judgment for thej saleJ
Lucy, N. M., of any cattle with above
ui uie mortgaged premioes.
brands strayed from range.
Notice is heieby given that I, the
undersigned special master appointed
by the court to sell the hereinafter described mortgaged premises, will, at
the front door of the court house in

Chili and Short Orders

Pigola Bread

Raymond

Sanchez

Merchandise

y

Used Cars
For Sale or Will
Trade For Beans

Estancia N. M., on the 20th day of
November, A. D. 1917, at 2 o'clock in
the afternoon of said day, sell at public auction to the highest bidder for
cash the following described real es

training school for the county $500.00.
No bid on the above described tracts
agents of New Mexico at Tucum-caof land will be accepted for less than
last week.
The men had to submit news- Ten (10.00) Dollars per acre, which is
paper articles and circular letters the appraised value thereof and in ad
for their chiefs to criticize, for it dition thereto the successful bidder
is thought by the men higher up must pay for the improvements.
E'4'
No.
Sec. 7, T. 9 N.,
that the county agents should R. Sale
There
8 E., containing 160 acres.
not only be farmers of the first
No bid on this
degree, but also should be news- are no improvements.
paper reporters and writers as tract will be accepted for less than
ri

937-S-

$3.00 per

well.

If each of the county agents

mapped out
for him he would be the best
thought of man in his county,
but to obtain these results the
county agent must have the
of each and
hearty
every farmer and business man
in the county.
could do what was

FOR

A WEAK

STOMACH.

As a general rule all you need to do
is to adopt a diet suited to your age
and occupation and to keep your bow
When you feel that you
els regular.
have eaten too much and when consti
pated, take one of Chamberlain's Tab
adv
lets.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
October 1, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that William
H. Hill, of Estancia, New Mexico, who,
on July 17, 1914, made homestead entry,
No. 021403, for seM
swJí ne,l4,
nwM seJi, neM swM, Section 84,
Township 7 north, Range 7 east, N. M
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
Proof, to
tion to make final three-yea- r
establish claim to the land above de
scribed, before Neal Janson, U. S.
Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mexico, on November 19, 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Walter Elam, O. C. Loveless, Pete
Pellissero, Charley P. May, all of Estancia, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
FPOctllLPNov8
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
O. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
October 1, 1917.
Notice is herebv criven that Luz O.
Sandoval, widow of Asaoito Sandoval,
of Torreón, New Mexico, who, on Oc
tober 16, 1914, made homestead. entry,
No 021600. for nwV neW. Section B0.
Township 6 north, Range 6 east, N. M.
P Morirlian has filed notice of inten
tion to make final three vear Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Neal Jenson, U. S.
Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mexico, on November 19, 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Salve B. LoDez. Francisco Ruiz,
Francisco Sanchez, Jose Perea, all of
torreón. New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
FPOctl lLPNovfJ

nw,

TfUS

HOW

SHE

OIR

MRS. P. 0.
We have used cars ranging in tate,
HER SON Of A HMD.
4,
3,
2.
of
S14
and
lots
and
the
SW,,
GOOD
price from $250 to $800.
When my son Ellis was sick with a
NEM,
all
of
theSWy
the
theNW'4,
SrANDARD REBUILT CARS.
winter I gave him ChamberE. of the New cold last
Write us what you need and let in Sec 3, T. 8 N ,
It helped him
lain's Cough Remedy.
and
Mexico,
Meridian
in
New
Mexico
us figure with you.
at once and quickly broke op his cold,"
STUCHfU

t:

R.-1- 0

THE COOPER MOTOR CO.
Distributors Reo Automobiles
Albuquerque, N. M.

the said SWM will be sold separately
writes Mrs. P O. Stuchell, Homer City,
from the other land.
Witness my Pa. This remedy has been in use for
Its good qualities have
hand this 3rd day of October, A D. many years.
been fully proven by many thousands
1917.
THOS. B. RAPKOCH.
of people.
It is pleasant and safe to
u
Special Master.
une.

acre.

Sale No. 938-SNEM, Sec. 14;
T. 9 N., R. 9 E., containing 320 acres.
There are no improvements on this
tract. No bid on this tract will be accepted for leas than $3 00 per acre.
Each of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.
The above sale of lands will be subject to the following terms and conditions, viz.:
The successful bidder must pay to
the Commissioner of Public Lands or
n
his agent holding such sale,
tieth of the price offered by him for
the land, four per cent interest in ad
vanee for the balance of such purchase
price and fees for advertising and ap
praising and all costs incidental to the
sale, and each and all of said amounts
must be deposited in cash or certified
exchange at the time of the sale, and
which said amounts and all of them
are subject to forfeiture to the State
of New Mexico, if the successful bid
der does not execute a contract within
thirty days after it has been mailed to

Precinct No. 10, Duran, at tho hall of
him by the State Land Office, said Blas
Duran.
contract to provide that the purchaser
Precinct No. 11, Pinos Wells,ttt the
may at his option make payments of hall of Issaias Chavez.
of ninety-fiv- e
Precinct No. 12, Encino, at;the house
not less than
Perfecto Jaramillo.
per cent of the purchase price at of Precinct
No. 13, Abo, at the house of
anv time after the sale and prior to Jesus M. Valdez.
the
from
years
thirty
of
expiration
the
Precinct No. 14. Lucia, at the house
date of the contract, and to provide of M. A. Maloney.
Precinct No. 16, Mountainair. at the
for the payment of any unpaid balance house
of Jim Payne.
at the expiration of thirty years from
No. lb, Mcintosh,
at the
Precinct
on
with
interest
contract,
of
the
house of J. A. Brittain.
the date
17,
of
four
rate
No.
the
Jaramillo.
at the
payments
Precinct
at
deferred
of Polinario Chavez.
per cent per annum payable in advance house
18,
(Jedarvale,
No.
at the
Precinct
on the anniversary of the date of con- house of L. W. DeWolf.
to
credited
be
payments
19,
partial
Lucero,
tract,
at the house
Precinct No.
on the anniversary of date of contract of Max Montoya.
zu, varney, at the house
Mo.
Precinct
of
tender.
following
date
the
next
of John Kimmons.
The above sale of lands is subject to
Done at Estancia, the County seat
easements,
rights,
existing
valid,
of Torrance County, State of New
Mexico,
reservations.
this the 22nd day of October,
and
rights of way,
The Commissioner of Public Lands A. D. 1917.
JESUS CANDELARIA,
of New Mexico or his agent holding
Chairman of the Board of County
such sale reserves the right to reject Commissioners of Torrance County,
New Mexico.
any and all bids offered at said sale.
JULIAN SALAS,
Possession will be given successful Attest:
Clerk.
(Seal)
before October first, 1918.
bidder on or
Witness my hand and official seal of
the State Land Office, this Twenty-fiftday of October, 1917.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
(Seal)
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
First publication, Nov. 1, 1917.
Last publication, Jan. 3, 1918.
ELECTION

troubles peculiar

f
I

A
32

t

Mrs. N. E. Varner, of
Hixson, Tenn., writes:
"I was passing through
My back and
the
sides were terrible, and
my suffering indescribable. I can'Ftell just how
and where I hurt, about
all
I
ver, I think
began Cardui, and my
pains grew less and less,
until iwas cured. I ant
remarkably strong for a
woman 64 years of age.
I do all mv housework."
Try Cardui, today. E--

...

...

MAKE WORK EASIER
Estancia People Are Pleased to
Learn How It Has Been
Done.
hard to attend to duties
With a constantly aching back;
With annoying .urinary disorders.
Doan's Kidney Pills make work easier for many a sufferer.
They're for bad backs.
For weak kidneys.
Here is convincing proof of merit.
Mrs. Philip White,. Box 66, Vaughn,
N. Mex , says: "I had a bad case of
kidney trouble and I thought my back
If I tried to
would never stop aching.
bend over to wash Bharp pains caught
me in my back and I became awfully
My kidneys at times were in
dizzy.
bad condition and I usually felt tired j
out and fun down. As I had heard
about Doan's Kidney Pills, I decided!
I received fine relief
to try them.
after I had taken a few doses and
about one box entirely , removed thel

It's pretty

1
trouble."
Don't sim-- I
Price 60c, at all dealers
ply ask for a kidney remedy get!
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that;

Mrs. White had. Foster- - Milbourn Co.,
adv
Mfgra., Buffalo, N. Y.

R

B. eoeHRANE

Shoe and Harness
Repairing
All work

guaranteed

Shop on North Main Street
Estancia,

New Mexico

BARNET FREILINGER
The Land Man

f

He Buys and Sells Real Estate and Live Stock

ESTflNeia,

J
Tonic

Mrs. Rose Middleton, of Greenville,
has had experience i" the treatment of this disease. She says: "When
my children were small my son had
croup
frequently.
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy always broke up these
attacks immediately, and I was never
I have taken
without it in the house.
it myself for coughs and "colds with
adv
good results."
111.,

.

Take

i

N. M.

4
i

IG253Q0CEE

0

3

s

Neal Jenson

U. S.

1

CROUP.

Estancia Drug Company

to
The thousands

Of women who have been

The Woman's

FOR

Your face, your lips, your hands all need
help. The help is here waiting for you; the
best assortment of powders, lotions, ointments, to be had. Same with perfumes.

There can be no doubt
as to thi merit of Cardui,
the woman's tonic, in
the treatment of many
helped by Cardui in the
past 40 years, is conclusive proof that it is a
good medicine for women
who suffer. It should
help you, too.

CURE

j

m It Helps! H
women.

PROCLAMATION

Whereas, by Section 1977, 1915 Codi
fixation of the Statutes of New Mexi
co, it is made the duty of the Board of
County Commissioners of each county
in the State of New Mexico to proclaim
the elections that are to be held in the
respective counties ten days before the
election bv Droclamation and by publi
cation in eacn or tne two leading newspapers published in such county, to give
notice of the object of the election and
the place where said election is to be
held in each precinct in said county;
and when there is no dailv newspaper
published in such county, that the same
may DC puouaneu 111 a weekly newspaper, and where the same is published in
a weeklv newsoauer the same shall be
published therein in two issues thereof
prior to the date when Buch election is
to be held;
Therefore, the Board of County Commissioners of Torrance County, State
of New Mexico, in special session held
at Estancia, the county seat of said
county, on the 22nd day of October, A. D.
1917, in pursuance of the requirements
of said section 1977, hereby gives public
notice that an election will be held in
said county on the Tuesday next after
the first Monday in November, 1917,
the same being the Sixth day of No
vember;
That the object of said election is to
vote for the adoption or rejection of
three proposed amendments to the Constitution of the State of New Mexico,
said amendments being designated as
"Committee Substitute for Senate Joint
Resolutions Numbers two and three,"
"House Joint Resolution No. 24," and
"Amended House Joint Resolution No.
19," respectively, each amendment to
be voted on separately.
That the places where the election is
to be held in each precinct in said county, is as follows:
Precinct No. 1, Tajique, at the house
of Cecilio Sanchez.
Torreón, at the
Precinct No. 2,
ball of Adolfo Gallegos.
Precinct No. 3, Manzano, at the hall
of J. J. Turrieta.
Precinct No. 4, Ciénega, at the house
of Antonio Torres
Precinct No. 5, Punta, at the house
of Daniel Torrez.
Precinct No. C, Willard, at the hall
,
'
of G. B. Salas.
Precinct No. 7, Estancia, at the house
Pope.
G.
W.
of
Precinct No. 8, Moriarty, at the
house of Albert Irvin.
Precinct No 9, Palma, at the house
of J. M. Abeytia.

CERTAIN

Commissioner

Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and
Farms for Rent.

Estancia, New Mexico

cJ

Dr. Wright is reported very pened no need to mention t from y0Ur local merchant if he
NOV. IS
,. MONDAY,
.. .
li...
.n I
low. and hia death is thouohr. tn names vou know them, r
i
,j
---
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"FOOD

WILL WIN THE WAR"

To Save Food For Allies, Not to Save Money
Duty of American Homes; Winning War Not a Picnic
(A message to the people of New
Mexico by Ralph C. Ely, State Food

India and Australia to Europe as it is
from America or Canada tofEurope.
The urgent need is for wtyat.
It is our war, our institutions are at
stake and we must sacrifice something
An
in order to supply that wheat.
economic problem is an entirely different one. This is a war measure
and the world's armies must be fed.
It doesn't make any difference whether
the substituted potatoes, the substituted corn meal or the substituted
rice costs more or less. Wise men
and patriotic men, who see the world's
situation, are pleading with the American people to conserve wheat, and our

Administrator for New Mexico.)
As a rule our newspapers have been

exceedingly

generous

in the space

al-

lotted to the Food Conservation Movement. No one realizes more fully than
I do at what a cost of time and labor
our patriotic editors are doing their
bit In this cause.
By letters, by personal inquiry and
now and then through editorials the
question is presented on every hand,
"Why are housewives told to ise corn
meal, or potato flour in their bread;
to put up the fruit that otherwise might
waste; contribute to the Red Cross,
either in money or in labor; to give
and conserve on every hand but always at an increased cost to her purse?
Why

should

not

conservation

patriotic duty demands that that
wheat be saved regardless of our
NOT A PICNIC.
Does anybody suppose that the boys
who suffered with Washington at Valley Forge were there for a picnic?
The same spirit which made heroes of

work

both ways?"
Those questions are good and they
deserve reply.
Conservation

is not economy, it is

our forefathers

Conservation

house wives
them to use
in the place
The time
chicken and
because we

is not necessarily price

regulation. It is a war measure, pure
and simple, because the great conflict
threatening the very existence of
democratic institutions in the world
Is to be won by famine and not by
fighting. That famine takes the form
of an acute hunger for sugar, fats,
meats and wheat flour. We cannot
supply it by the shipment of bulky
potatoes or corn, for instance, because
potatoes are more than 80 per cent
water and the destruction of the shipping has made bulky shipments impossible. We cannot ship corn because
there are no mills in France or in
England for the making of corn meal
and if the meal were made in this
country, it would deteriorate in quality
before it could reach the ovenB of
Europe in the first place, and in the
second place because the bakers of
France know nothing about the making of corn bread, and if they did make
it in their community bakeries, the
bread would deteriorate and crumble
before it could be consumed. They
must have wheat flour. They cannot
get the wheat from Russia; they cannot get it from Roumania or Bulgaria;
they have had no crop in Argentina
and the world's shipping cannot be
taken away from the courses between
the United States and Europe to make
three times as long a Journey from

THE IDEA IS NOT TO SAVE
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of America and prompt
vegetable oils in cooking
of animal fats.
has come for us to eat
rabbits in place of beef,
cannot ship rabbits and
cannot Bhip 'poultry abroad. We can
ship beef and pork and mutton.
THE SACK OF CANDY.
The little child who spends his
nickel for a little sack of candy has
a perfect right to squander the nickel
if he wants to, and if bis father will
permit him to do so, but the useless
consumption of that little sack of sugar
is contributing to the actual suffering,
not only of some soldier, but undoubtedly of some child in France where
the ration of sugar for two years has
been less than one ounce a day for
every man, woman and child in that
country.
I am not pleading for our
people to have their children save their
nickels to swell the savings bank accounts or increase the community
wealth. That would be an economic
plea.
The war necessity demands that
they save the little sack of sugar.
Put the sugar that you must have
into the preservation of your fruit so
that our people can live on the fruit
which we cannot ship abroad; but absolutely abolish the unnecessary consumption of all sweets, because you
want to do something to help to preserve the Institutions of democracy
and of freedom and of liberty toward
which the world has been slowly advancing for 200 years; and which are
today confronted by the gravest peril
which has ever threatened them.

substitution and the elimination of
waste, NOT so that our people may
grow rich, but for the sole purpose of
sustaining our boys at the front and
the armies of our allies on the firing
line that they may protect our institutions.
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Issued by Slate Food Administration

It is not our province, who are
teaching the conservation of food, to
preach the gospel of saving or of thrift.
We are pointing out the great world
need for certain foods. You people of
New Mexico must still work out your
destinies because you live in a country where Individualism and liberty
prevail. We can only save those institutions by helping our allies in
every way that we can to prevail in
this war, and every question that has
to do with personal gain or personal

profit, or personal enrichment, or personal advantage is of trivial importance to every one of us compared to
the one great question of the preservation of the institutions upon which
depends.
absolutely
our happiness
That is the answer to those questions.
Mexico
for the
We have heard in New
last ten years that there is no place
for Idealism. I want to say to you
that the world is fighting today as It
never fought before for the preservation of an ideal and that Ideal is the
right of Individuals to live and to enjoy liberty and to pursue happiness. If
our common enemy prevails, the Individual will be lost because he will
be absorbed In the one idea of nationalism.
We must win this war.
To that end we must conserve our
wheat, our meat and our sugar regardless of the personal cost.
RALPH C. LT,
State Food Administrator.

NO INTENTION
OF REDUCTION IN
PRICE OF HOGS
The following telegram has been received by the state food administration from National Administrator Herbert Hoover:
"The statement has appeared In
Chicago papers that we Intend to reduce hog prices to ten dollars. The
Chicago advices are absolutely untrue
and do not represent the opinion or
proposed action of the food administration, which will take up steps to
jeopardize the livestock producer's interest. All our powers will be used
to keep the prices at which Allied and
governmental purchases are made on
a plane that gives an assured return
of cost and profit to producers of meat
animals.
In our opinion the best
market obtainable for the present com
crop of the country will be through
livestock. We need increased production of beef and pork and the only way
to secure this increase will be by a
profit on production.
(Signed)
"HERBERT

TO SAVE FOOD!
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4,000 Workers In Line For Campaign
Week in State
The Food Administration has efbout
completed
its organization of New
Mexico workers for the big Food
Pledge drive In Campaign Week, October 28 to November 4.
A total of four thousand workers
are lined up to get busy during the big
week. Hundreds of letters have been
received from count tes and school districts in answer to appointment of
workers. Eight out of every ten persons designated have enthusiastically
accepted the work. Those who have
not done so have been sick or will not
be able to be on hand when the drive
starts to get 50,000 New Mexico families signed up to Conserve and Substitute and Win the War With Food.
The pledge cards, window cards and
home cards have been practically ail
distributed. Secretary Melvfn T. Dun
lavy, who has been in active charge of
the work of distributing the 150,000
pieces of pasteboard, has them all
placed; In the hands of school superintendents, official agents of the food administration, teachers, members of the
Woman's Auxiliary and others. All the
workers in the districts have full Instructions; every school pupil will be
provided with his quota of cards on

of New

Mexico

October 28 and all the machinery is
simply ready to start at the pressing of
the button by Mr. Hoover In Washington.. The national food administration
has enthusiastically approved the preparations for the campaign in this state.
Considering the space to be covered,
the large distances and sparse population, it is believed that for efficiency
New Mexico's share in the campaign
will be hard to beat. Certainly in no
state has there been more loyal or
eager
on the part of the
people, men and women and children.
In addition to the distribution of the
Pledge Week cards, hundreds of window cards, posters and hangers, all
preaching the gospel of Saving Food
for the allies have been sent out all
over the state.
The nation has awakened to the tremendous importance of the Pledge
No state is up on its
Card campaign.
toes for the job more than New Mexico. Every organization of any importance In the state has pledged its aid
and
There is every reason to believe that the goal of 50,000
New Mexico homes signed up for the
Food Service army will be reached in
record time.

Deferring Pledge Week Merely Adds to Vast
Enthusiasm For Drive All Over Nation
The postponement of Food Pledge
Campaign Week to the week beginning October 28 to get out of the way
of the Liberty Loan drive, has served
only to Increase the magnitude of
preparations in every state and the
nation-wid- e
enthusiasm and rivalry
are reaching a high pitch. Many
states are increasing their enrollment
which accepted a goal of half
a million, now expects to enroll nine
hundred thousand.
Texas has increased hers from half
million to eight hundred thousand.
Food
Administrator Scoville of
Connecticut has listed all the mills
in that state that can grind rye as
well as corn and is urging the use of
these cereals and the consequent conservation of the wheat supply.
Enilieott, Massachusetts food administrator, has asked his people to make
every Tuesday fish day.
Orleans county, Vermont, expects to
enroll a hundred per cent of its families and has accepted ninety per cent
as a minimum.
Georgia's challenge that she has the
best organization for putting across
Food Pledge Campaign, has already
brought acceptances from two states.
Food Administrator WilliamB of
Arkansas, telegraphs: "We accept that
challenge and will allow the results'
of the campaign to determine the vic-

tor."
Florida also telegraphed that she
will lead all other states in propor

tion to her population.
Florida
butchers will close their shops each
Tuesday in the effort for a meatless
day.

Denver, The legion of life organ-

izations of Colorado women on a military basis to work on the Pledge Campaign, has inaugurated a great drive
In Colorado schools.
Superintendents
will be officers.
Georgia challenges all other states
to show a more efficient organization
than theirs of 152 county chairmen appointed without previous consultation.
Only ftwelve changes were required.
Of the twelve who couldn't act four
were sick, three out of the state and
five in the federal employ. Every
Georgia county reports a complete organization.
In Florida all but three counties are
organized and these are being rounded
up.
"California will be all right, will
meet our quota of half million," was
the message Food Administrator Ralph
Merritt of California brought to Washington.
County "war conventions" are Jn full
swing in Vermont, inaugurated at a
statewide convention at Rutland September 28. The first county convention was held at Bennington, with
great attendance and enthusiasm.
Others are to be held at Middlehury,
Burlington, St. Alban, St. Johnsburg,
and in Washington, Orange, Windsor
and Windham counties. Other states
are taking up the idea; Washington,
Maine and Virginia are holding them

DO YOUR BIT FOOD PLEDGE WEEK;
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and it is reported Ohio will also inaugurate them.
Delaware has accepted
thousand families as its goal for Food
Pledge. Week, with Pennsylvania, Missouri and the District of Columbia
still to be heard from. The total of
all the quotas accepted in the states
stands at 12,600,265. This means that
campaign managers and federal food
administrators in the states have
pledged themselves to enroll that number of families as a minimum.
Charles E. Treman of Ithaca, chairman of the New York state executive
committee
for food Fledge Pledge
Week, who was just appointed to his
post, is rapidly pushing the organization work In his state for the enAll sections of
rollment campaign.
New York were represented at a state
wide conference of prominent men in
forty-thre-

e

Albany.

PATRIOTIC WEEK
AIDS HOOVERIZING

PROPAGANDA

With scores of Food Administration
workers present from various parts of
the state and adjoining states, the
Hoover conferences in Albuquerque
during Patriotic week were productive of much benefit, did much to
awaken enthusiasm for the work, advertised the coming Pledge Week
campaign effectively, got Food Conservation In the spotlight and demonstrated, through the Hoover kitchen,
that meatless and wheatless meals can
be made as appetizing and nourishing
as any one desires. The Hoover cafe,
in charge of Mrs. Ruth Miller, director
of home economics, and where Hoover
meals were served and Hoover recipes
demonstrated, was a most popular part
of the week's .attractions. Addresses
by prominent men from within and
without, the state did much to stimulate Interest. A large number of
Women of the National Army were
recruited for the Pledge Campaign by
Mrs. A. A. Kellam of Albuquerque.
State Administrator Ely and Field
Secretary J. H. Toulouse attended the
sessions and made addresses.
Movies to Help Food Pledge Drive

James Provas, manager of the
theater in Albuquerque has been
appointed motion picture chairman for
New Mexico, for all war activities, by
William A. Brady, president of the
national association.
The national
food administration is sending membership certificates for motion picture
theaters and the New Mexico movie
men are to do all in their power to
propain the
Past-tim-

e

ganda.
Special

movies ana the Four-Minut- e
Me,n are to do team work in Food
Pledge Campaign
Week, beginning
October 28 to help the cause. The
Pathe, Universal and Mutual companies will distribute the official movies
of the food administration which are
to be used during the week.
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producers and handlers which conferred at the administration offices.
Arthur C. Ilfeld of the Charle" Ilfeld

Teach Children Conservation;
Start at Bottom to Save Food
Food, Supplies, Men equals Success in
War.
We have men.
We have supplies.
We have food for ourselves, but the
supply of our Allies is short. We
must help feed them for If they fail,
we fail; if they are enslaved by autocracy
we cannot live for ourselves alone.
Eat wisely eat enough don't waste
If every state superintendent, every
city superintendent, every town,
county or district superintendent, every principal and every teacher will
teach to the children the avoidance
of food waste and Intelligent selection of the use of those things which
we have in abundance, we will not
fail.
Conserving food does not mean eating less: it means eating less of
some things and more of others:
Eat less wheat more rye, corn and
oatmeal.
Eat less beef and pork more fowl and
eggs.
Eat less animal fat more vegetable
oils.
Eat more of our abundance of perishables, eat more potatoes save the
concentrates, so that we may ship
more to our Allies.
Buy no more than you need eliminate
waste.
These are the principles of food conservation. The details of methods
are being made available to all.
The School's Part
There are 22.500,000 school children in
the United States. There are 750,000
teachers to teach these children. If
every teacher will teach every child
under her care about food conservation, many millions of families will
get the message and many of these
will receive it in no other way. The
teachers in Germany are teaching
food conservation,
Mr. Hoover says that food will win
the war. Every superintendent,
principal or teacher who teaches the
methods of saving food to the children, in such a way that the children will take this message home to
their 'parents, is performing an important service in the prosecution
of this war nothing more important
or more vital can he done by the
schools to win the war.
There are over 23.000.000 families in
the United States, of these perhaps
12,000,000
to 15.000.000 are represented in the schools. If each of
these families cuts its consumption
using corn, rye.
of wheat one-fift- h
of
potatoes, etc., instead one-haour wheat problem will be solved.
The children in the schools can help
bring this about.
An autocracy like Germany can order food conservation; its method
is force. The use of force in such
matters is repugnant to a democracy. We must prove that we can
accomplish, through voluntary asso

SAVE
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TODAY

Company,

ciation in our country, what Germany accomplishes through the
of central authority.
The Pledge Card Campaign
The week commencing October 28 has
been designated as Pledge Card
Campaign Week.
In this week a
concerted effort is to be made to sej
cure a pledge from every family in
in
the United States to
so far as their
food conservation,
circumstances permit.
Each state will have campaign committees which will provide workers
to visit every family in an, endeavor
to secure these pledges. Every family signing a pledge card will receive
a window card to show that it is a
member of the United States Food
Administration, and a card of Instructions on conservation and substitution.
Will you teachers teach this campaign its whys and wherefores
so that every child in the United
States may go home filled with the
idea of so using the nation's food
supply that we may have an abundance to supply our Allies?
Suggestions on What to Teach
1
Teach the important place of food
in this war.
2 Teach the food needs of our allies.
3 Teach what to conserve and what
to substitute how and why. (This
information íb available from local
campaign committees.)
4 Teach
the condition of food production in Europe.
5 Teach about War and its effect on
the children of Belgium, Northern
Prance, etc.
6 Have the children write letters to
their parents, telling of the coming of the pledge card and urging
them to sign it.
7 Through the local campaign committees, arrange, if possible, for
prizes for the best essays by the
school children on "How We Can
Help America Win This War."
Every teacher can work out methods
adapted to the children and subject
she teaches.
The school section of the United
States Food Administration is issuing a set of bulletins, giving lessons
on food conservation and substitution. These bulletins are not a part
of this campaign but are part of necessary permanent instruction to

Las Vegas, was appointed

representative of the bean industry of
the state food administration, the appointment being approved by the
committee.
The appointment was made at the
suggestion of Mr. Ely that he desired
such a man so the administration
could Keep in close touch with the
bean situation and advise buyers and
producers of conditions as they arise.
Present at the meeting were the following:
Arthur C. Ilfeld, Herbert Herstein,
Herstein Seed Co., Clayton; Neal Jen-soEstancia; John H. Gyer, Estancia; J. A. Perkins, Mountainair; Dr.
F. A. Tucker, Sprin&er; O. O. Gragg,
banker, Nara Vista.
Mr. Ely stated the purpose of the
meeting to be to establish the best
working relation between the buyers
and producers, to establish a standard
marketable product and a relation of
between the buyers and
producers and the food administration.
The above committee, after a full
discussion unanimously
adopted the
following propositions :
First That all beans should be
bought on the basis of recleaned
beans.
Second That all beans should be
shipped in new, net weight, one hundred pound sacks.
Third That the gross handling expense, including profits for the buy-o- r
should be five per cent
net
for choice, recleaned beans.
The following matters of general
interest were brought out:
That there is no such article as the
"Colorado Pinto Bean" but that it is
the "Pinto Bean," and Colorado has no
more just claim to the Pinto bean than
New Mexico; that the New Mexico
pinto bean is a more nutritive article
than the Colorado pinto bean; that the
dry farming product is better than the

(5)

irrigated.
Reports from various sections
showed the beans had not threshed
out well this year. Emphasis was
laid on the importance of keeping other varieties from creeping
into the shipments, careful recleanlng
and careful selection of seed. "The
Idea," said Mr. Ilfeld, "is to make the
standard of these beans so well known
and recognized that whenever a man
orders New Mexico pinto beans he
knows what he is going to get."
Mr. Ilfeld estimates for the San Miguel county district a total of flifteen
cars. Estimates on the
40.000-ponn-

Springer-Wago-

Mound-Frenc-

dis-

II feld

10D cars; Roy district,
The crop is believed to be
better in the northern part of the state
than in other districts. As compared
to New Mexico's probable 1000 of 1200
cars, Colorado, it is said, will have
2000 cars.

That 35,000.000 to 45,000.000 pounds
is a fair estimate of the New Mexico
bean crop this year was the consensus of opinion of State Food Administrator R. C. Ely and a committee of

"If you cant put a gun on your
shoulder," says the Indiana State
Council of Defense, "put a silo on your

trict are around
125 cars.

Bean Man
For State Food
Administration

farm."
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Rats and Prairie Dogs Deadly Foe of
Conservation; Jiost New Mexico $2,000,000
The rat and the prairie dog are two
of the best allies the Prussians have
In New Mexico.
It is an important job in which every
New Mexico farmer and citizen can
help to get rid of these
pests. D. E .Merrill, biologist at the
State College, estimates the damage
done by prairie dogs to New Mexico
crops and range last year at $1,000,000. .
"I have no data," writes Mr. Mer-rill, "on which to estimate damage
done by rats. However, such damage
Is great enough to warrant more strict
measures in their control at any time
and especially in times like these when
every bushel of grain preserved for
use counts definitely in the balance of
the country."
The National Geographic Magazine

states that rats cost this nation

0

worth of foodstuffs every year.
This is on the authority of Edward W.
Nelson, the eminent biologist. Here
are some of the proofs supporting
the Indictment of the rat in Ameri-

ca:
"In

1904 a plague of rats occurred
in Rock Island and Mercer counties,
Illinois, and during the month ending
April 20 one man killed 3,445 on his
farm.
"During the campaign of the public
health service against the bubonic
plague in San Francisco from 1904 to
1907, inclusive, more than 800,000 were
killed; and in New Orleans, during
1914 and 1915, 651,370 were destroyed.
"During the winter and spring of
a single year more than 17,000 rats
were killed on a rice plantation containing 400 acres in Geofgia, and by
actual count 30,000 were killed on an-

other plantation, containing 1,200
acres. On a farm of about 160 acres
on Thompson, island, in Boston harbor, 130 occupied rat holes were
counted, and other rats were living
about the farm buildings. At a large
meat packing establishment in Chicago from 4,000 to 900 have been
killed yearly."
The government estimates that the
number of rats living undef normal
conditions in our cities equals the
human population ; but that in country
districts they are relatively three or
four times as numerous.
Sometimes a pair of rats will produce over 200 progeny in a year and
they begin to breed when only three
'

months old.
New Mexico

has a population of
nearly 400,000. That means, on government estimates, over a million
rats in this state.
There is no prairie dog census, but
any farmer knows what a pest these
animals are.
Give the rat an even break with
the prairie dog and there is $2,000,000
damage done to New Mexico crops by
the rodents in a year. Isn't it worth
while to take the rat and the prairie
dog seriously and start a statewide
campaign on these enemies of

STATE COLLEGE AT WORK.
"We expect," President A. D. Crile
of the State College writes the food
administration, "to urge all we can the
campaign to exterminate the predatory
animals In New Mexico. To this end
we are writing letters and doing everything possible to persuade the secretary of agriculture to set aBide a suitable amount of funds for the purpose."
TO BEAT THE RAT.
Biologist Merrill gives the following
suggestions as to practical rat ex-

termination:
"For rats around granaries, the
wire cage trap is one of the
best means of capturing these animals.
Strychnine powdered on cheese makes
a good poison, the cheese being placed
where the rats will find it and where
other animals will not. The best
method of preventing damage by rats
is to have buildings that are rat proof.
Granaries and corn cribs with cement
floors, of course, are the best. The
next best expedient is to make the
buildings with a high foundation, so
cats or dogs may have easy access
underneath the granary, and so prevent the rats from working up from
below."
PRAIRIE DOG MEDICINE.
The State College has issued a press
bulletin B. No. 205 which gives in detail the most successful methods of
exterminating prairie dogs by fumigation and poison. In fumigation, a piece
of cotton as big as a goosegg is saturated with carbon bisulphide and
dropped into the hole; all entrances
are stopped up and the dogs are asphyxiated. Rainy, damp weather is the
best time.
Poisoning should be done in the winter or early spring. Poisoned wheat,
harley or kafir corn is used, with a
strychnine-starc- h
coating.
The directions are as follows:
coating:
(a) Strychnine-starcGrain (clean), 20 quarts; Strychnia
sulphate (powdered, 1 ounce; sugar,
1 or 2 pints; gloss starch (ordinary
laundry starch; half teacupful; water
pint.
(boiling), 1
Mix the starch in a little cold water,
then add the boiling water, making a
rather thick solution. While hot, stir
in the strychnine and mix until free
ffom lumps. Add a few spoonfuls of
water to the sugar, then add this to the
Next,
mixture and beat thoroughly.
pour this poisoned mass over the grain
and stir rapidly until the poison is
evenly smeared over the grain; then
allow the grain to dry. If well dried
it will keep indefinitely.
Put out in early morning, in two or
three heaps of a teaspoonful each
about each occupied burrow. Do not
put out in rainy weather. Take care
that other animals and birds, especially, do not get the poison.
(b) The Kansas Formula: Strychnia sulphate (powdered), 1 ounce;
potassium cyanide, 1 ounce; alcohol,
1
ounces; syrup, 1 pint.

Preparation One ounce of green
is mixed with the white
of one egg and allowed to stand for at
least fourteen hours. The strychnia
is dissolved in a half pint of boiling
watef. The potassium cyanide is dissolved In a half pint of hot water and
allowed to cool. Add a little warm
water to the mixture of coffee and
eggs and mix it with the potassium
cyanide.
Then strain this mixture
through a coarse sieve Into the mixing
vessel and add the syrup. Mix the
alcohol with the hot solution of strychnine and add it to the other mixture.
Stir all thoroughly.
Directions for use For the above
poison take a half bushel of clean
wheat or kafir corn In a large metal
tub. After thoroughly shaking and
stirring the mixture above, pour it over
the grain and stir until every part Is
thoroughly wet with the poison. Then
stir in two or three pounds of fine
to take up the extra moisture. Let the mixture stand in a
shed over night and put it out early
the next morning if the weather is
fine. Place half a tablespoonful or
less of the bait in two or three little
bunches at the outside of each burrow
occupied by prairie dogs. Only occupied burrows should be poisoned. A
half bushel of grain should poison
from 600 to 600 holes. Take care that
the poisoned grain is not eaten by
other animals.
coffee--
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KNOW THE GRIM TRUTH
All the blood; all the heroism;
all the money, and all the munitions
In the world will not win this war
unless our Allies and the people
behind them are fed.
They will not be fed and our
sacrifice of blood and money will be
In vain and a great cause will sustain a great Injury unless each one
In his home each day stands guard
over the nation's supply of
.

WHEAT,

MEAT, FATS AND
SUGAR.

Save fat by draining the cream can
clean.
Don't cry over spilled milk,
spilling it.

Stop

Farmers can best do their bit by

doing their best now.

With corn worth two cents an ear,
or more, It pays to husk the cornfields, clean. The ears that are left
don't help to feed the Allies.
Now that the government wants the
people to eat more fish it will be
hafder than every to keep Father
from "taking a day off." We only hope
that he wont neglect putting the
wheat in to do so.

HELP RECRUIT 50,000 NEW MEXICO HOMES TO WIN WAR

O. S. Land Office

hereby

at

Bant Fe, N. M.
October 1, 1917.
Luz O.
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LOCAL MATTERS
OF INTEREST

YOU KNOW?

VOTE

Do you know of good men in
FOR the Prohibition Amend
this county who, because of the
use of liquor by others were ment.
forced into acts that put them in
AGAINST the Tax Amend-

the penitentiary?

Do you know of good men in
Torrance county, now dead and
buried, who might be now living,
useful to the community and
their families, but for the drink
crazed acts of others?
Do you know of good men in
Torrance county, now dead and
buried, who might be now living,
useful citizens and a support and
comfort to their families, but for
their own indulgence in liquor?
If you have lived in Torrance
county a few years you know
son,
adv.
that all these things have hapDr. Wright is reported very penedno need to mention
low, and his death is thought to names you know them.
be near.
We do not say that none of
For sale, fresh sweet milk 15c these things would have hapa quart or 2 quarts for 25c Ho- pened without saloons.
We do say that most of them
tel Texas.
adv
would not have happened without
Wanted, about 20 head cows saloons.
on shares. Geo. W. Ford, TorIt is nonsense to rail at the
reón, N. M.
men who sold the liquor.
W. F. Crawford is having a
They were within their legal
new room added to his ranch rights.
house north of town.
Put a stop largely to this sort
For sale, work mares, young of thing by voting the state dry.
mules, milk cows and other catJ. P. COURT
tle. J. J. Smith.
Since last rcDort the following cases
For sale an Overland automobeen up in Justice Peterson's
bile in good condition by J. S. have
court and action thereon taken as
Clack at Tajique.
adv stated:
State vs. G. W. Pope, abusive and
For Sale, yearling and
threatening language,
fined Í5 and
Hereford Bulls. -- The given
thirty days in jail, jail sentence
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N. suspended during good behavior,
J. R.

Governor Lindsey and Chief
Justice Hanna of the supreme
court are to speak in Estancia
Friday afternoon, Nov. 2, at 2
o'clock.
Long time real estate farm
loans negotiated. -- Fred H. Ayers
A few barred Plymouth Rock
hens for sale. L. A. Rousseau.
Full line of children's hats, all
sizes and colors. Mrs. Eva Wat-

M.

emitn prosecuting witness.

carrying
State vs. J. R. Smith,
House and grass land for rent deadly
weapon, dismissed,
near Estancia. I also have some witness ti. a, uguvie tailed prosecuting
to appear.
bean farms for rent. Fred H. State vs. J. R. Smith, assault, fined
35 and costs.
G. W. Pope prosecuting
Ayers.
Strayed, from my pasture, witness.
State V9. H. E. Ogilvie, assault with
about 10 miles west of Estancia, a deadly weapon, bound over to grand
11 cows branded H E D left side. jury, bond $500. O. W. Bay prosecutwitness.
Any information concerning them ingliefore
Justice Meade at Mcintosh
will be appreciated. J. M. Head. H. E. Ogilvie was fined $10'and costs'
given ten days in jail, charge and
The Government urges us to and
prosecuting witness not reported. Jail
save. Liquor as a beverage is a sentence suspended, but afterward
You can help win committment sent to Justice Peterson,
sheer waste.
executed.
the war by voting New Mexico andBefore
Lobb at Willard,
Justice

dry.

We are prepared to do all kinds
of automobile repair work. See
All work
us when in trouble.
Special attention
guaranteed.
to Overland and Buick cara. W.
R Meador,
adv
,

For sale, used cars, late models, priced to sell; $150 to $600.
Fords, Dodges, Buicks, Saxons,
Studebakers.
Write or call,
John Fleming, Haynes Distributor, Alrmquerque, N. M.
H. F, Mathews will have a
sale to sell all his household
goods, live stock, implements,
and some feed about Nov. 20.
Date will be announced later.
Judge Medler says to make
New Mexico dry will cut court
costs more than half. And he
knows, because he has the opportunity to know. Better vote
in favor of your pocketbook.
A full line of ladies, misses
l
and children's hats. Also a
line of ladies and mens
handkerchiefs, and a full line of
men's and women's hose. Mrs.
Eva Watson.
Hill, Augusta
Misses Cecil
Maxwell and Edith Hine, and
Messrs. Fay Karstetter, Wood
Crawford and Andy Pool motored to Willard Sunday afternoon,
where Mr. Karstetter took the
train for Belen to spend a few
days with his brother.
If you put your money in the
stove and burn it up, you've lost
it, that's all.
If you spend it for liquor, you
have not only lost it, but it 'may
get you in the penitentiary or
the graveyard.
Better vote to put temptation
out of the way.
beau-utifu-

Furniture For Sale.

Heating and kitchen stoves,
lamps, dresser, davenport, rocking chairs, etcMrs. H. T.
Wichman.

SPECIAL
For Elgin and Waltham movecases,
ments and Foh's
for thirty days I will make spe
cial prices.
2)-ye-

18 size, 15 jewel, 20 year
Elgin
case, opep face,
Watch complete,
16 size same

size,
16 size,
19

as above,
complot
completo

$13.00
$ 13.75-

: $u.oo

All cases listed guaranteed for 20
years, and movements for 5 years.
Give me your order. State if plain
Leave oror engraved case is wanted
ders with Estancia Drag Co.

D. W. JONES.

Manuel Truiillo of Willard was con
victed of "bootlegging," fined $100 and
coats, nnd in default of payment committed to jail.
Manuel Hernandez is up before Justice Lobb of Willard on charge of assault and battery and bootlegging,
case set for trial next Monday.
Following is the financial report of
Mrs. Ewincr. treasurer of the Red
Cross, for the period ending October

31, 1917.
$358.50

Collections
Disbursements

77.U1

$281.49
Balance on hand
Of the collections J95.00 is from
membership fees.
í w.uu
Fie supper
209.50
Tag day and dance
z.ou
w. u. v.
11.00
Mrs. Ewing, dance
.50
Mrs. Lasater
Mcintosh has
L. H. Spencer of
touring
bought a new Wyllis-Knigh- t
car.

The Barkprs havo installed a gasoline supply
station at their garago.
Curl Sherwood got in a car load of new
Dodgo automobiles this woek.
Rex Meiulor last week received another car
automobiles,
of
Mr. aDd Mrs. T. F. Mullen and their bod
starter! by auto this morning for Fredonia,
U'i.i.snn iiitcmlinir to be absent about a month.
They will combino business and visiting.
W. E Sunders has bought the 1. M. liolton
place in tho foothills west of Estancia. Mr.
Holton and fami'y left yestorday for Dawson
county. Texas, intending to locate
(i H, Smith and family of Coleman county.
Texas, arrived this weok with their household
goods, and moved to the Richard Crawford
place wont of Estancia, which Mr. Smith had
previously rented,
B Lopez was in Estancia last Saturday
on his way home to Torreón from Mcintosh,
for flour.
whero ha had been to trado wheat
pounds of Hour
Mr Lop z has two thousand
and plenty of frij lies to draw on this winter ,
and will not starvo.
In the report of the fair the most important
mUsfii -- the
section of the live stock show wasbaby
got first,
Mr. and Mrs, Dunn's
lubies.
....i ti- - ...i tra. l!rnet Frailinirer's second
Mrs. C.'a. Swartz got first on White Leghorn
ehirkens-omltt-

ou.

Mrs.

.iiini.u jui

On the Judicial Amendment,
it is not very .important how you
Tr. aimnlv mpuna
tn Vinva
unto
or not to have one more judicial
n i ' l
!.
i net, c
ui uiuuera.
uiainct unu

NEW

M'INTOSH

BRAN
Bran from new crop wheat is
The supply
now being made.
will be limited not enough to
last through the season. This is
of very superior quality, commonly known as white, or mill
run bran. Better buy now. Get
it from your local merchant if he
has it.
If not, we will see that
you are supplied. Kemp Bros, in
Estancia are handling this bran.
E. H. Ayers, 0ner Mcintosh
Roller Flour Mills.
P. 0.
Estancia, N. M.
s,

RED

$406.20 f. o. b. Estancia

MONDAY, NOV. 12, 1917,

Valley Auto Co.

the followingiescribed property:
LIVESTOCK 6 head young
work mares, all bred to jacks; 3
mare colts coming 2 years old;:
2 spring colts; 1 work. horse; 1:
bull calf 6 months old; 2 hundred-- 1
pound shoats, 1 male and 1 fe-- 1

ESTANCIA, N.

i

33

M.

ESTANCIA REALTY COMPANY
C. WILLIAMS, Manager

H.

Estancia,

IM.

I

M.

Estancia Valley Farms and New Mexico Stock Ranch- es, large and small, improved and unimproved.

e

25-2-

Write us your wants.

If its farming or grazing land,

WE HAVE IT

THERE

whole-heartedl-

the Estancia Chapter a grand
There is a place for
success.
each of the one hundred mem
bers to work, and mote work is
called for than can be done even
if we do our very best. IE the
war is carried on through the
cold weather as is now planned
more of our boys will die in the
hospitals than on the battlefield.
So help now before it is too late.
Mrs. Armstrong just received
a letter from her son D. K. Jackson, who is a gunner in the U.
S. Navy. In part he says: "We
just got back to the good old U.

erybody invited.

A. W. LYTTLE.

6has, Sawey
Transfer

"

MOTOR. CAR
ESTANCIA AUTO CO.

Agents for Torrance County.

Parts. Supplies and Repairs

Agent for

CONTINENTAL

OILS

Heavy Underwear
Blankets

AND GHS
Service. Trunk
Form
Hauling Between Towns. Offiice
with Valley Auto Co.

Big new stock to select from, and priced very
close. New shipment of shoes just received..
See us for your winter needs.

,p:pMllQijMareSiiiii

KEMP BROS.
BANK
ENCINO STATE
MEXICO

J

"

ENCINO, NEW

CAPITAL

25,000.00

Does a general banking business. Live Btock loans a specialty. We invite
you to call on us and tell us your needs.
C. L. CREIGHTON. Cash.
P. fl. WOOD, PreB. W. A. MARSHALL, V.-'
Ú

$745

I

,

)

F. O. B. DETROIT

Confidence the Result of Strength

.
u
There ara visions now and then in
and industry.
The Maxwell motor car U a wonderful
a
vision that ha been made real.
The fixed purpose of the Maxwell builder
was in the beginning', and is now, to produce a
car which would be, in the highest sense, efficient, durable, economical, comfortable and
standard in equipment.
Many years experience in production on
vast scale has taught the Maxwell manufacturers two things.
One is that such a car as they hare always
made their aim a car in which efficiency,
durability, economy, comfort, beauty and standard equipment are all present cannot be built
for less than $745 with materials at their
present prices.
The other lesson is that, for more than
$745, they could not give you anything mora
than the Maxwell now has except greater size
or luxuries, pure and simple.
and
In other words they are convinced
they hae convinced us that they have found
the great MIDDLE LINE where you get dollar
for dollar in ABSOLUTE VALUE.
bus!-ne-

,,ni

..,

Ohio. City of Toledo,
State of County.
S0.
I.ueaa
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Is senior partner of the firm of P. J.
Cheney A Co., doing business In the City
of Toledo, County and State aforesaid,
and that said firm will imy the sum of
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
cannot be
and every case of Catarrh thatCATARRH
cured by the use of HALL'S
FRANK J. CHENEY.
MEDICINE.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
my presence, this etn aay oi uecemoer,
A. W. GLEASON,
A. D. ISí6.
Notary Public.
(Senil
Hall Cntarrh Medicine is taken on
and nets through the Blood
the Mucous Surfaces of the System. Send
for testimoniáis, tree.
F. J. CHEN F. Y A CO., Toledo. O,
Sold by all druggists. 75c.
Hall's Family I'ills (or constlpaUoL.

CROSS

sneaking idea they like our money, too.
I will write more soon
as we are busy now gett'ng
things in shape. I cant tell just
now when we will sail again.
Address S. S. Atlantic Sun Marcus Hook, Pa."

'

PUBLIC SALE
Having sold my farm, I will
sell to the highest bidder at the
place 10 miles west and 1 mile
south of Estancia, commencing
at ten o'clock a- - m , on

male.
IMPLEMENTS, ETC. 1 wag
The Red Cros meeting was as
usual at the church on Tuesday on, 1 Z seated buggy, 4 sets douafternoon, and material was cut ble harness, 2 riding cultivators
for bandages. Mr. Wagner kind- nearly new, 1 disc nearly new,
ly offered to make a work table 1 lister nearly new, 1 walking
The cultivator, 2 harrows, 1 A har- Ef
which is badly needed.
cultivator, 1 garnew chairman. Mr. Green, and row, 1
Ü
other officers appointed their den seeder, 1 stirring plow with
Execu- 2 good points, 1 tight floor bean
committees as follows:
tive committee, Miss Annie Por- rack, 6 forks, 6 hoes, 2 scoops, 2 rr--i
1 wire
ter and Mrs. George Fenley. chain pipe wrenches,
Membership committee, Mrs. Ed stretcher, 1 bean harvester, 2
diggers, 1
Roberson, Mrs Maxwell, Mrs. picks, 3 post-holWin
Elgin, Mrs. Mason, Mr. J. M.
lister point, 1
Milbourn.
Finance committee, chester rifle, and other articles
Mrs. Fish., Mrs. A. F. Grimmell, too numerous to mention.
TERMS Arrangements have
Mr?. Kelly, Mrs. Romero, Mrs.
Supply committee, been made with the. bank to send
Peterson.
Mrs. Williams, Mrs. Rnlph Rob to the sale a representative who
erson, Mrs. Walker. Working will loan money for thirty or sixcommittee, Mrs. kwing, Mrs. ty days to persons who have not
Armstrong, Mrs. Garvin, Mrs. J. sold their beans and need the
All articles sold at sale
M. Woods, Mrs. Shelton. The cash.
names of the committees sug will be cash. No property shall
gest the duties of each. It is be removed from premise's until
to be earnestly hoped tnat an settled for.
to
LUNCH Lunch will be served
will respond
Evto their appointments and make by the Red Cross Society.

"

not Rhode Island Heds.
Kd W. Roberson has bought stock jn tho
Fanners and Stockmens Bank, and has been
Ho assumed his
elected assistaot cashier.
Mr. Roberson is an
new duties this morning.
eriicieut bookkeeper, a man of Bound business
judgment, and popular with all be comes in
Ue will bo a good man for the
contact with.
institution.
have arTil" Fanners and Stockmons Hank
ranged a spec:al stock train for a numtw of
out cattle.
their customers who wauted to ships soon
as the
The train will be lea ied here
be obtained, and will iro oy way 01
I'm ranee over t h Rock Island to Kansas ity,
cars in the train.
hu uhom fortv-twgenKri.in Torrance It will be in charge of the
division ot
eral freight ageut of the Amarillo the
shippers
the Rock Islán I, who will see that
get first class service.
Ladios'Aidof the M. K. church metouThurt-da- v
at the home of Mis. A. J. dreep.
...........
.. ... afteluoou
r
in the ri isAifreeable
wind but those who did felt well repaid for
sorry
We
to know that onr
were
elF.Tt.
their
the
praB'dent. Mrs. Bretz, was at borne 111 . but ......
was uie iu ni,
Mrs.
vice. president,
,..- n,..i n.F. Plana were made
first
for an exchange to lie held once a meXith.
so curoo out
one to bo on Nov. :l at the Cookery,
Sunday pies, cookies, cakes.
and.......bu. your
t
iriiod
for
Don
n.nrvtl,iiiiT
to eat.
.i
get the date. Saturday, Nov. 3. Plans were
be given the members
also made for a social toeduesday
i ve, Ueti.hw
and their families on
One new member was added
.p.,,,.;,,!. After business wB concluded
the hostess invited us to the timing room where
a bountiful luncheon consisting of everything
good to eat. was servo
llntr

ment.

S. A. today, October 26.
I was where I was on my birthday Ocglad to find your letter dated Oc- tober 10. Well, mama, as near
1,
tober waiting fosjne. This is as I can tell you I was one thoumy second trip to France.
We sand miles from nowhere. We
only took nine weeks for our first sure had a fine time in France.
voyage, but the second trip took They think the American boys
three months.
That is the rea- are just about it, and I have a
son I have been so long about
writing. We had a fine trip but
it is getting pretcy cold now
when we get around New Found-lanWe did not sight any submarines on this trip, but saw one
the first time. You asked me

Keen & McBride
ESTANCIA, N.
;!

"..
r,

?

M.

The atrentith of this bank is the direct result of its offieient management,
ample resources and capital. The confidence of the people is the result of
the strength and unquestioned safe'.y which the bank assures its depositors
and patrons. Et r since i"s establishment the bank has gradually grown In
strength and also in the esteem of the people. We invite tbo accounts of all
who sppreciate safety for their money and careful, efficient service.

Straight Banking.
A Strong Bank with no side lines.
Eiperienced management ind large financial resource at our command.

Capital and Surplus $25,000.00

We pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits

Torrance County Savings Bank

w
w

The Oldest Bank in Torrance County
Willard, New Meiico

Tmi11n.
In'? W JU1
UI11U1V
JUUll
G3

31
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I have just received a big stock of Dry Goods, especially in Ladies' Scarfs, Made Dresses for Ladies and Children, Skirts, and everything in the
line of Furnishing Goods. A big stock of Fine
Shoes, Men's Fine Clothing and Single Pants. I
have a specialty in Children's Dresses. Come and
see me. You will be welcome.

Torreón, N. Mex.

?

ESTANCIA

Suffered For Years
Back and Kidneys Were in

Bad Shape, But Doan's
Removed all the Trouble.
"My kidneys were ao weak that the
nut cold Imycaught would affect them
ana
atart

back aching until
could hardly endure the misery." aa
Mrs. D. C. Roa., 873 Fulton St., Broo
lyn. N. Y. "In the morning when

NEWS HERALD.
BES

NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO
para toda la gante
Nu.vo Mexico.

De Interéa

d.

Waetcrn Newspaper Union News Service.

COLORADO
Noticias del estado. Notas ex.
presivaa recogidas por todo el
estado centenario.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

EPITOME DE
LA SEMANA
Una breve relación de acontecimientos en curso en esta
país y en el extranjero.

onoTfifiin
$53301 lall.U
I
H II UHIH
MiMet Conten

1 1 ES

15Fluid PrachiiJ

IA

11

For Infants and Children.

Mothers Know That

Western Newspaper Ünlon News Servios.

Acerca de la guerra.
Nuevo Mexico.
Colorado.
Los Alemanés dicen haber captuAlbuquerque va á tener otro sanaEl capitulo de Pueblo de D. A. R- -,
torio.
invertió (1,050 en bonos de la Liber rado ft 6,000 Italianos en el frente del
Izonso.
Un incendio destruyó ocho edificios tad.
.1 r.raira.-- .! PER CUNT.
1 AVeéetabfcfreparationfcrAs
Los destructores y sus tripulaciones
en Lovington.
El distrito de Axial Basin, abajo de
Craig, será examinado por aceite de en aguas europeas están preparados
Mas de 400 se han inscrito para 1
para el invierno.
tlnglheSlomrxtoMidBwclsrf
petróleo.
escuela normal en East Las Vegas.
El General Haig repulsó varios
Se pondrán cubiertos para 300 en
Cuatro casas de comisión de Ord- MRS. ROSS
el banquete de maestros en Santa Fe. way expidieron más de 200 carros de ataques violentos en los Flandes y
"Th. kidn
t
está fortaleciendo las nuevas posij Thereby Promoting Diéwti"
tions were scanty and distressing and
El capitulo de la Cruz Roja de Santa melones.
system,
maltmy
tne water remained in
ciones.
No se prevé remedio alguno ft
Fé ha reunido $5,124.82 para fondo de
ing my feet and hands swell. There
El departamento de la guerra anun
guerra- neither OpIam.Morphlnenori
were dark circles under my eyes and
carencia de carros de ferrocarril en
ció que hablan sido hundidos veinti
I became so dixxv I could hardlv see.
Mineral. Not
La Cannonball Motor Company, cap Monte Vista.
I had rheumatic pains in my knees and italizada
(10,000,000, se ha estable
El paradero me ferrocarril en La cinco buques por los submarinos du
it was all I could do to get around.
For years I was in that shape and I
cido en Texico, N. M.
Veta Be está agrandeciendo de una rante la semana. Esto es un aumento
de siete sobre la semana próximo pa
wore plasters and used all kinds ol
1 rancho
de los hermanos Wesner adición de treinta pies.
AoWiAA
medicine to no avail until I tried
sada.
en la region superior de Gallinas fue
Hoover apeló ft los agricultores de
Doan Kidney Pilla. They rid me
Nuevos ataques el jueves sacaron ft
of the trouble and strengthened my
vendido ft T. C. Anthony, un capital- Colorado para que cultiven más remol
back and kidneys. When I nave taken
TtornSd
los Alemanes de sus posiciones de la
ista de Texas.
acha de azúcar en 1918.
Doan'a since, they have always bene
montaña del Mono y capturaron las
Ochenta hombres sujetos al servicio
ntea me.
planta de conservas alimenticias aldeas de Pinon y Pargny-FilalLa
Las
Btoom to before me,
1 holnfitl Remedy for
en el ejército fueron certificados para de Swift en Pueblo va á ser recon
L. N. VAUGHAN, Notary Public.
fuerzas francesas están ahora dentro
la junta de Albuquerque por la junta struida al costo de (3,000.
and Diwrhoei
Constiparon
de una dlstanclá de Laon que les perGat Dean's at Abt Store. 60s a Best
de distrito.
KevcrisnracM
año
and
William
Monfort
este
de
Pierce
mite ver la encrucijada del ferrocar
TniTn A XI 2. KIDNCT
Tnccnr Sleep
El Dr. W. R. Tlpton empezó su ser cosechó 1,760 sacos de patatas en su ril.
iulUnélhereftmMnJnfaMy
vicio de superintendente del hospital propiedad de ocho acres.
CO.. BUFFALO. N. Y.
A resultas de los recientes golpes
de Nuevo Mexico para dementes en
El costo total de pavlmiento para dados por los Franceses al largo del
East Las Vegas.
el distrito No. 2 en Longmont ha sido rio Aisne los péritos militares preven
La junta de estado para examinar determinado en la suma de (39,155.66. una retrocesión importante de las tro
g
I
THECnrTAOTOoHPAW.
los agrimensores se separó de su
La Junta de administradores del pas enemigas en el oeste & una dis
Ef.llil
primera sesión, y después de haber
condado de Routt firriio un contrato tancia muy atrás de la presente linea
licenciado treinta y cuatro ingenieros por el empleo
de un agente de con de Hindenburg. Los prisioneros cap
y agrimensores.
dado.
turados en el ataque de Petain ahora
El cuerpo de Jacob Harden, un hom
Esta en curso una campaña para se elevan á 12,000 y muchos más es
bre de minas muy conocido, fué hal reemplazar la
llegando; fueron capturados tam
tán
estación central de in
lado en el rio de Animas en el con
cendios en Colorado Springs por un bién 120 cañones de calibre grande y
Exact Copy of Wrapper,
dado de Sierra. El habla estado au edificio nuevo.
THaT OIHTAUn MMMNti
vastas cantidades de piezas menores.
sente por algún tiempo.
Falleció
81, el Señor
la
de
á
edad
La corte de apelaciones criminales
Occidente.
fijó ft (10,000 la fianza en el caso de A. HUI, el residente más anciano de
El chauffeur quien Ifevó dos deseca
Hugo.
I
El
HUI
se
en
Sr.
estableció
If von ara loolrintr for THK fori
R.
Felix
Jones, acusado del asesinato
dores de Fort Bliss, Tex., & Nuevo
MAT BE WHOLi,Y AVOIDED BY USING
Hugo en 1870.
!
cuh monar for our fun. writ fori
de Thomas Lyons, un rico ganadero
A anall outlay of money brings very
Mexico, serla, se dice, asesinado.
I our ta irs today and dm them on four 1
great
Is a sure cure
A nut fttupzMnt of tan.
results.
Un agricultor del condado de Logan
a
de Silver City.
Aquellas personas que se opusieron
preventive if you use It as per Itdirections. Simple,and
safe
IWfl hr no nrixes nr other flT.br- por
(2,400
su
salvado
estima
haber
de
sure.
$1
and
año
The
size Is twice the quantity and an ounce
para
los
Este
"rtlorht nmmiiM trt nfTrrr (oil iuat a alaüai
ha sido bueno
en Oklahoma deben
al
reclutamiento
more
than the 50c size. Get your horses in best condition
niujai proftoHuoa is
dueños de colmenares.
Ya se han cosecha de frijoles envenenando las prsentarse en Ardmore, Okla., para su
for late fall and winter. All druggists, harnesa dealers or manufacturers.
Ptsj You More For Your Fnra
expedido 48,000 libras de miel de la langostas.
juicio.
I We haw ben In the Far Basfneu Z yearn Its
SPOHN
MEDICAL CO., Manufacturers, Goshea, tad.
Los administradores del condado de
estación de Artesla ft diferentes punLas tarjetas postales firmadas por
ITT IfniimiTTTI IrlT! vw wiu glT JOB ..
Crowley pagarán la mitad del costo algún I. W. W. amenazan de muerte
tos de Nuevo Mexico y Texas.
Bound to Get There.
ATROCITIES AS THEY EXIST
Square Grading Highest
g
'In spite of the tine
the
La Asociación de Alguaciles y Ofi de mantener una guardia de casa vigi- al juez W. W. Morrow y
Irving
I
Prices and Quick Returns
ciales de Paz de Nuevo Mexico fué lando sólo en ese condado.
editor has had nt home meaning In Orphaned Children, Homelesr Fairv
Wise en San Francisco.
I the three Ue thiBf that a trapper aMda,
formada en Albuquerque, siendo elehousehold the army ' Hies,
Jorge Belcher fué disculpado por un
por his pnrtlculnr
Según proyectos
anunciados
Fart wm be High taw we w on mad roa can m
Devastated Towns, Marked
gido de presidente el alguacil C. A. jurado en la corte del lado oeste en
people turned hiin down three times,"
Mr a uinp imm.
wui atina.
cr for. la
D. Blue, en Salt Lake, el min
Germany's Path In Belgium.
Juan
imttcd QtMtitibsa and you can oelj iNritnet
says
Enterprise, "but he
Adams
the
Rector del condado de Chavez.
SkUÍbM FmUdc 07 aUopina; root butt
Denver de la acusación de matar ft eral saliendo de las minas de cobre
get in
En su mitin regular la logia de Al Carlos Russell el 18 febrero.
en American Fork, en los distritos de hasn't lost hope; he's going to
The Germans entered Belgium
ABRAHAM FUR CO.
that war somehow! They shouldn't
buquerque de los Mooses dió instruc
and September, 1014; we bede Iguallzaclón de Colo los cañones de Big y Little Cotton
La
Junta
ciones & sus administradores para la rado fijó la unidad de impuesto para wood de Utah será acarreado & las discriminate ngninst a man who Is gan to come In November. Hence we
d
for Frmm
merely
from worry."
SmnlimM.
(200
exceso
inversión
de
del
fondo
del
saw none of the atrocities of the invaTrapa, both
las tasaciones de estado de 1917, ft fundiciones por aeroplano.
The Atlanta Constitution,
beneficial en bonos de la Libertad.
sion we saw only results of them,
la tracción de 3.12 milésimos.
Price LM
Veintisiete socialistas alemanes del
and It
La batería de Nuevo Mexico, la cual
writes Vernon Kellogg in the Atlantic.
Han sido completados en Denver condado de Hutchinson, S. D., fueron
Of course the good loser makes the Among
these results, as soon by us,
ha estado en Charlotte, N. C, por los planes para
de una juzgados culpables en tres fases de best husband.
la
construcción
were, I hasten to say, no women withunas tres semanas, estuvo de nuevo capilla en la
PARKER'
Cralg, el sana una condenación Invocando tentativas
colonia
out breasts or children without hands.
..HAIR BALSAM.
en movimiento, probablemente para
de entremeterse con las operaciones
torio sin denominación sectaria.
A toilet preparation of merit.
But there were women without husalgún punto de embarcación
Help to radlokt dandruff
para
del reclutamiento.
El juicio se pro
For Rastoraoe Color and
Senador
S.
U.
F.
El
Shatroth
Juan
bands and sons and daughters and
Francia.
Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
de los Estados Unidos anuncia que nunció en corte federal en Sioux Falls. MT
60c end tl.oo t Drugyleta.
I DEVELOPING children without mothers nnd fathers.
Las oficinas de distrito del servicio
candidato para sucederse & si
será
were families without homes,
There
nacional de selvas empezará distribuExtranjero.
Bend for Catalogue and farms without cattle or horses or
en el senado el año próximo.
Very Nearsighted.
yendo informaciones ft sus fuerzas de mismo
Finishing Price List. TtoDww Farts M.UriabCh,
compras
y
transpor
junta
de
La
la
houses; towns without town halls and
"Are you nearsighted, sir?" asked campo con el objeto de asistir el pro
Los agricultores del condado de
tación de unos 122,000,000 de bushels Eartsua Ksssk C, (21 lftk Strsst, Dsetsr, Calmas churches and most of the other buildthe waiter, as the diner was leaving.
Moffat están encontrando mucha difi- de trigo y otros
grama de Hoover de la conservación
es
uno
los
de
cereales
ings, and even some without any build"No," replied the man.
cultad en obtener asistencia suficiente problemas de Francia para la cam
de alimentos.
ings at all, and a few without many
"Well, you've left a dime on the
J. B. Floyd, capataz en los corrales para recoger su inmensa cosecha de paña de 1918.
But there were cemeteries
citizens.
table, sir."
del Santa Fé en East Las Vegas, suf- patatas.
Los periódicos declaran que el pri
with scores and hundreds of new
"That's for you."
uno
Cada
de
miembros
de
la
rió
los
la
y
fractura de un brazo
de una
graves not of soldiers; and little tod
mer ministro Kerenski probablemente
"Well, if you think I'd take a tip
dling children who came up eagerly
like that, you must be nearsighted, costilla y cortadura en la cara y ca- compañía de negros estacionada en el cederá bu privilegio de. comandante
campamento
equipo
un
beza
quitado
al
estar
Gunter
recibirá
violentamente
to you, saying, "Mon pere est mortj
en jefe de los ejércitos rusos al Gensir."
de su vehículo.
de herramientas de comodidad en el eral Doukhonln.
ma mere est mort." They were distinguished from some of their plny-mnt- es
El juez Colín Neblett sentenció ft banquete & ellos ofrecidos & la víspera
El parlamento preliminar ruso, se
I
THE BEST BEAUTY DOCTOR
Enquire for the
J. H. WILSON
by this, you see !
Jaime Pandeli, H. O. Norria y Cleve de su salida de Pueblo.
gún dicen los periódicos, dentro de
Wfljon Never Break Trace I SADDLERY CO.
And we had to henr and endure
W. J. Galligan de Denver recibió del poco discutirá la suerte de la familia
It Cuticura for Purifying and Beauti- Mayfleld & noventa días en la c;rcel
Guaranteed
DENVER
por vender licores ft los soldados en administrador de carbón Harry A. Romanoff, ahora encarcelada cerca de
the stories, the myriad stories, of the
fying the Skin Trial Free.
relicts of Dlnant, Vise, Tnmines,
el campamento Cody. Mayfleld tam Garfield, en Washington, un telegrama Tobolsk, Siberia.
and all the rest. Of course,
For cleansing, purifying and beauti- bién sufrió, el costo del caso y la mul confirmando oficialmente su nombrathere were stories exaggerated unintenfying the, complexion, hands and hair, ta de (200.
miento como administrador de carbón
Sport,
tionally,
simply by the Inevitable Inpara
el estado de Colorado.
Cuticura Soap with touches of CutiEn Clayton un automóvil nuevo tro
Los Aggies de Utah sin dificultad
accuracies that come from excitement
cura Ointment now and then afford the pezó con un perro dormido en el camLos agricultores de los condados de se ganaron una partida contra la uni
and mental stress.
But there were
most effective preparations at the mini- ino y se volvió lo arriba abajo. Jed La Plata y Montezuma han inscrito versidad de Wyoming en Logan, Utah,
stories that were true, all true.
mum of cost. No massaging, steaming Scott tuvo la espalda fracturada. Su sus órdenes con el agente agrícola de 57 contra 0.
creaming, or waste of time.
esposa sólo sufrió algunas contusiones.
condado para casi una carga de verraUna corrida genuina de bicicleta, de
A Suspicious Note.
Free sample each by mall with Book, Su hermano también escapó & serlas cos y marranas de pura sangre, los seis días
ocupará las tablas en MadiA school teacher felt that she had
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept L injurias.
El hermano de su mujer cuales se pedirán de criadores extran- son Square Garden, New York, la semevery
to feel suspicious when a
right
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
recibió algunas heridas en la rodilla. jeros.
ana del 2 al 8 diciembre.
young boy pupil presented her with a
campaña
La
de Nuevo Mexico para
en
Los trabajos de construcción
note written In a boyish scrawl which
What He's Going to Be.
promesas al programa de con- Wiggins Bon muy activos al presente.
rend as follows:
"Xes," said the nice little old lady, obtener
Washington.
ya
servación
de
deteralimentos
está
"Mis Jones pleas let Johnny out of
Todos los precedentes de conserva"I am much Interested In the war. I
nd ARTISTIC JEWELRY
El Kaiser pagará por el hundimlen- muy
y
minada
es
de
hlén
intención
la
school this afternoon as I want to go
ción de alimentos fueron superados
have two nieces who are going to be
mantjta cr crania
del Antilles, dice el secretarlo Mc- encargados del servicio de conselos
to
the ball game.
en Manzanola cuando la fábrica de Adoo.
Bed Cross nurses, and one fine nephew
JOS. I. SCHWARTZ
Johnny's mother. Mis Perkins."
who Is now at Ft Sheridan studying guir las firmas de 60,000 al menos.
conservas de Bartow encajonó 1,155
Curtis, Denver, Cela,
a
I6th
EH administrador Garfield
permite
Isaac Martínez, quien es acusado de cajas grandes representando 27,722
to be an Armenian."
WRITE OR OALL FOR OATALOQ
exportación
para
de
carbón
el
haber dado un tiro y matado ft la cajitas de tomates en un día de ocho cierta
The less a man says the more guessCanadá.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the Señora Matilde Bustos de Ortiz, cerca horas.
Co. ing his wife has to do.
Wyalt
Live
Para aliviar la situación en los es
original little liver pills put up 40 years de Cebolla, el 17 de junio próximo
La población de Johnstown está pa- tados
Our Specialties: Range
ago. They regulate liver and bowels. A d. pasado, ha sido capturado y encarcedel este se ha contratado una
One of the worst things under the
Stock and Dairy Cattle;
deciendo. mucho de una carencia de
Pure Breed Registered sun is a shady reputation.
lado para aguardar una sesión pre- mano de ' obra, hallándose entre los Inmensa cantidad de azúcar.
Herforda; Immunised
The Turtle's Choice.
liminar en LeDoux.
6rEl dictador de alimentación dió
varios trabajos de mejoramiento en
Stock Hogs.
The auto had skidded and upset.' An
Según noticias recibidas por la jun- curso de construcción un nuevo ele- den para que se discontinúe la manuIrishman came up and said to another
pura
trigo
de
de
harina
factura
duro.
in the crowd : "What's the excitement ta de exención del condado de San vador, un almacén grande y un molino
412 CxcfetateBldin Stack Yards, wvr.Cl.
Miguel del oficial mandando el Campo para alfalfa.
En su discurso á la delegación de
Patr
York
el
Nuevo
aconseja
Funston
procedentodos
Presidente
los hombres
"Shure, an automobile has turned
La Señora Emily Riley, quien dió
tes del condado de San Miguel en los un tiro y mató ft su marido, Patrick que se les dé á las mujeres el priviturtle."
"Turned turtle. Is ItK said the new- dos ' primeros contingentes han sido Henry Riley, en su apartamento en legio del voto.
comer. "Bedad, that must be the ray-so- n juzgados buenos físicamente.
Denver, el 29 de septiembre, fué decJuan P. White did su dimisión de
it chose a mud puddle."
larada sana por una comisión de lo- presidente de los obreros mineros para
Ramón Salazar, acusado de crueldad para con su esposa, fué juzgado cura que la examinó en el hospital ocupar el puesto de asistente al Dr.
Red Croas Bas Bine, mach better, goes culpable en la corte de distrito en Al- de condado.
Garfield.
farther than liquid bine. Qet from any buquerque,
recomendando el jurado
Por la razón que los agricultores en
El presidente de la Junta de guerra
tracer. Adv.
clemencia. Salazar atacó ft su mujer la vecindad de Monte Vista no con de la Cruz Roja anuncia que los
0
con on cuchillo grande en el brazo y struyeron almacenes, 2,500 carros de
The Elusive Cook.
obtenidos el verano próximo
"I see the army Is advertising for en el lado derecho. Ellos se hablan sus patatas están expuestas ft helar, pasado serán agotados la primavera
cooks, with a proviso that they need separado, y Salazar, encontrándola en dice W. H. Kerr, presidente del com1918 y está urgiendo al público
not enlist for any stipulated time."
una ruta en Barents, usó el cuchillo ité sobre mercados del consejo de de- para que se prepare para otra cam"Shows they understand the nature sobre ella.
St 333; í32Eapana
de
por una suma superior.
fensa
estado.
of cooks, all right enough." Louisville
La producción de la Socorro Mining
Los tronquistas de almacenes de
Courier-Journal.
and Milling Company para la última víveres en Denver, quienes se declaGeneral.
The Platte River Cattle Co.
mitad de septiembre se elevó ft veinte raron en huelga, obtuvieron un auas a table beverage.
Al día de su cumpleaños setenta y
With Reservations. .
715 L
C bslifat. Dot, Us.
y un lingotes de 100. libras de plata y mento de (25 ft $30 por semana, y redijo
tres,
Señora
Sarah
Bernhart:
la
"Do you care for Jam?"
oro. La producción de todas las de- tornaron al trabajo.
BRED
HEREFORD
PURE
"La América ganará la guerra para
"On the supper table, but not in the más explotaciones se está aumentanA package from
BULLS FOR SALE .
La Cámara de Comercio de Cañón Francia," y expresó su profunda adtrolley cars."
do tan pronto como pueden hacerse City ha organizado una oficina de em- miración para América y las mujeres
One, twos and threes.
grocer is well
trie
baling.
na
betore
8es
write
los arreglos necesarios.
or
pleos con el fin de asistir ft los culti- americanas.
Many a man with a perfectly good
J. C. Shaffer fué matado al instante vadores de frutas en sus trabajos de
Para vindicar la muerte de su priworth
scheme lacks the nerve to push it
a trial, in place
IT REPAIRING
de nn tiro por C. 8. Crosby cerca do cosecha de manzanas.
ma, Edith Cawell, quien fué ejecutada
through.
BY PARCEL POST
la escuela de Rock Valley, al norte de
of coffee especially
El agente de condado Divelbles del por los Alemanes, Lawrence Theodore
equipped plant In West. Bhoee received
Roswell. El crimen serta el resultado condado de Delta, anuncia que los fri- Roosevelt Cawell entró en el servicio Finest
andahlppedbymaU.
Men'a aolea, SI J5, woman's
When Your Eyes Need Cars Indirecto
de una disensión de opinión joles "navy" bajo el sistema de irri- militar de los Estados Unidos. Salló
Write for prtoa Uat and anlpplnc taca.
When Coffee Disagrees!
Try Murine Eye Remedy
sobre algunos asuntos de escuela que gación en ese condado producirán
DENTS SHOE FACTORY. 1645 Oteas St, Dem, CaL
Ma-nChicago
para
Camp
Wheeler,
de
9 eoate aS
Comfort.
ta BmarUDs ioat
se han referido ft la corte.
O a.
PmaslMj or mall. Writ for Pre Vro Book.
hasta 2.000 y aún 2,500 libras por acre.
17.
mvSXSm axe
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
co..chioau
urnt got up, my mck
wu so lame, I could
hardly bend over and
any move sent darts of
jjam through my kidneys. It was hard for
me to walk up stairs or
stoop, and to move
white lying down sent
darts of pain through
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AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, D O I N Q 8, ACHIEVEMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
tVestern Newepaper Union News service.

ABOUT THE WAR
o(
evacuation
Russian civilian
Kronstadt commenced.
American destroyers and men in
European waters are ready for winter.
Gen. Ilalg repulsed several violent
attackB in Flanders and is consolidat
ing the new positions taken.
Italian troops repulsed a strong attack by Austrian and German forces
In the Cadore region at Monte Piana.
German withdrawal of troops in region of Riga is so extensive that Russian troops find no enemy when they
advance.
f
of her total
Germany lost
as a
effectual fleet of
result of her air raid of Oct. 20 over
one-hal-

according

England,

to

cable

dis-

patches received at Washington.
The London war office announces
that 160 persons, in addition to the
135 lost on the two Britiah destroyers,
were killed when two German raiders
sank eleven ships In the North sea.
French force Germans back to Oise- Aisne canal and capture many towns.
French forces are now within eight
miles of Important city of Laon. Press
comment In Berlin Indicates that Germany may evacuate Laon.
continuing

forces

Austro-Germá-

drive and Italians are forced back to
own border at northern end of line,
losing large part of ground which they
s
took in recent offensive against
and 30,000 men.
New raids Thursday drove the Germans out of the Monkey mountain positions and the villages of Pinon and
Pargny-Filaiwere abandoned. French
forces are now within sight of the railway Junction of Laon.
British and French troops renew
drive which, it is believed, 1b intended
to force Germans from submarine
bases on Belgian coast. Allies sweep
forward north and east of Ypres, taking villages and fortified points.
Retirement of German forces on the
western front to a position far in the
rear of the present Hindenburg line
Is expected by war experts following
the recent French blows along the
Aisne front. The prisoners captured
In the Petain drive now number about
12,000 and many more are coming in;
120 guns of the larger type were captured and vast quantities of small caliber pieces were seized.

WESTERN
to the
Camp Cody's subscriptions
econd Liberty loan totaled $1,917,050.
Flour dropped 40 cents a barrel at
San Francisco last week. It being the
second cut within a month.
The big oil companies of Colorado
.and Wyoming were well represented
in the list of those who helped to
boost the Liberty loan.
The Federal Industrial Commission,
headed by William B. Wilson, secretary of labor, arrived at Clifton, Aria.,
from Globe, where they obtained a
satisfactory settlement of the strike.
"I'm glad I shot him; if I can't have
"him, neither can his wife," bystanders declare Mrs. Bessie Fisher cried
After killing Lawrence Barrett in a
restaurant at Casper, Wyo.
Troops stationed at the government
cantonment at Charlotte, N. C, including soldiers from Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico, South Dakota,
Wnshington, Oregon and Idaho, have
teen ordered to move "East."

WASHINGTON
Government modified recent drastic
embargo on sugar.
President urgeB vote for women in
address to New York delegation.
Ships, wheat and hogs are the great
needs emphasized by Mr. Hoover to
win the war.
President Wilson gave full indorsement to woman suffrage as an immediate issue in every state.
Frank A. Scott resigned as chairman of the War Industries Board. He
gave ill health as the reason for his
resignation.
Men subject to the second national
army are to be given an opportunity
to study for work in the army signal
corps.
Nearly
of the water surface of the world Is about to be policed by the Japanese navy, accord
ing to a Japanese press report.
The first day's responso to Secre
tary McAdoo's offering of an Indefinite
certifiamount of treasury short-timcates of indebtedness was $164,797,000.
two-thir-

e

Another

loan

of $20,000,000

was

made to France, bringing total credits extended by the United States to
allied nations to $2,826,400,000.
The census cotton report showed
tha 5,571,624 bales, counting round
ginned from the
at bait bales, were
growth of 1917 up to Oct 18, compared wltb 7.303, 18J for 1916 and
fo

1916

Cipriano Castro, former president of
Vonezuela, has been requested by the
government to leave Trinidad.
Twenty Villa followers were taken
prisoners by Gen. Jose Carlos Mur-gul- a
south of San Antonio Pass.
The government was defeated in the
Chamber of Deputies at Home when
a vote of confidence failed by 314 to
The Swiss newspapers expresB the
opinion that the destruction of four
Zeppelins in France is a death blow
to aircraft of this type.
The newspapers state that Premier
Kereuslcy probably will relinquish the
post of commander-in-chie- f
of tin Russian armies to General Boukhonin.
Sixty persons were killed and ninety seriously wounded, as the result of
an explosion which occurred 1n the
principal barracks at San Jose, Costa
Rica.
The Russian preliminary parliament, according to the newspapers,
shortly will discuss the fate of the
Romanoff family, now Imprisoned
near Tobolsk, Siberia.
The American congressmen who are
making an unofficial tour of the war
area held a conference with Waltei
Hinca Page, the American ambassador, at the embassy in London.
Dr. von Kuehlmann in Berlin still
is the most talked of candidate for
the .chancellorship
of that country
but Amsterdam reports say Kaiser
will keep Mlchaelis in power.
r
Chancellor of the Exchequer A.
Law said he would move a vote
of credit for $2,000,000,000
in the
House of Commons in London. This
amount will finance the war until early
In December, It is estimated.
In the House of Commons, Lord
Robert Cecil, minister of blockade,
gave a categorical denial to rumors
circulated by Germany that the West
ern powers were contemplating a separate peace at the expense of Russia
and Rumania.
The Sinn Fein conference in Dublin
decided the members of the organization should be trained In the use of
arms, though this will not be compulsory. The conference promised that
the provisional government of Ireland
should be established without delay.
Rolland S. Morris, the new Ameri
can ambassador to Japan, in succession to the late George W. Guthrie,
arrived at Tokio in good health. Mr.
Morris was welcomed at Yokohama
by the staff of the American embassy
and by members of the American as
sociation.
Details have reached London of
German plan to obtain ascendancy
after the war in Denmark by ceding
to Denmark a small strip of former
Danish territory in North Schleswig,
in return for "a large sum of money"
also, certain eco
and, presumably
nomic and. commercial concessions.
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COMINO EVENTS.
Mexico
9
New
MeetingNov.
Teachers' Association at Santa Fé.
March. 1918 Wool Growers' convention

at Roawell.

Albuquerque

is to have another

Fire destroyed eight buildings

in

Lovington.
CoverB will be laid for 300 at the
Teachers' banquet in Santa Fé.
The Santa Fé Red Cross chapter
has raised $5,124.82 as a war fund.
Motor Company,
The Cannonball
capitalized at $10,000,000, has located
at Texlco, N. M.
The Wesner brothers' ranch on the
upper Gallinas has been sold to T. C.
Anthony, a Texas capitalist.
Eighty men subject to service in the
army were certified to the Albuquer-ue Board by the District Board.
Dr. W. R. Tipton began his duties
as superintendent of the New Mexico
hospital for the insane at East Las
Vegas.
Three trainloads of members of the
New Mexico regiment left for Linda
Vista, Cal. They were given 9,000
oranges and apples.
The State Board of Examining Sur
veyors adjourned from itB first meet-

AT GRAND CONCLAVE,
AT 8ANTA FE.

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

Grand Chapter Also Holds Meeting In Western Newspaper Union Newe Service.
Capital City and Names Officers
DENVKIl MARKETS
for Ensuing Year.
Cattle.
Grass steers, good to ch. ..$10.601911.60
Uraas Bteerl, air to gooa... 7.754)
.ov"-8.7S
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Helfer. prime
8.J6
Santa Fé. The grand conclave of Cows, grassers, good to oh.. 7.40 7.25
good
6.600
graasera,
to
Cowa,
fair
the Knights Templar has selected the Cowa, cannera and
cutters.. 6.000 6.40
following officers'.
State Senatoi Veal calvea
s.uni.vv
7.2b
6.00
Herbert B. Holt, grand eminent com Bulls
Rood to cholea. .. .lo.uu w ii.v
eeders.
mander; Claude Hobbs, deputy grand
8.500 7.76
'eeders, fair to good
'eedera. common to fair.... 7.50 8.50
commander; John M. Bowman, grand Stockera,
good to choice.... 7.50 8.75
6.26 0 7.26
generalissimo; W. O. Connor, Jr., Btockera, fair to good
grand captain general; C. C. Manning,
grand senior warden; Richard H. Good hogs
.'.
16.50016.60
Hanna, grand Junior warden; A. J
Meloy, grand treasurer; A. A. Keen, Lambs
16.00lí 16.50
grand
secretary; Peter Cameron
eeuer lambs
grand prelate; B. B. Naylor, grand
7.50010.00
Feeder ewes
Perry Wethers
Reuben
10.0 00 10.10
standard bearer;
grand sword bearer; Taylor S. Julien
HAY AND I.IIA1N MAIIKET.
grand warden; Charles E. Lowber,
grand sentinel.
F. O. B. Denver. Carload Price.)
The grand chapter has elected tht
)...
t),i.,ln .,r. liny.
na., TfllL
...
n unit 24.00
following officers:
Herbert B. Holt, nnnA
18.00022.00
grand high priest; Richard M. Thome, Nebraskanayupland
Colo.
crop)
(new
raine
deputy grand high priest; Reuben
22.00024.00
Perry, grand king; J. Smith Lea, Timothy, per ton ..."
Alfalra
(new crop) per ton. 18.00020.00
grand scribe; William H. Chapman, South Park,
23.00025.00
per ton
grand chaplain; Richard H. Hanna, iunnlson Val ev. ner ton...Zi.iiper
6.000 7.0
Straw,
.
ton
Mangrand principal sojourner; C. C.
ning, grand captain host; John M. Wheat, new, ch. mill, 100 lba., buy
Oats, Neb., 100 lbs., buying
;
Bowman, grand royal arch captain
oats, bulk, buying
Sam F. Miller, grand master third Colorado
Corn chop, sack, selling
veil; F. P. Kilbourn, grand master Corn In sack, selling
1.5
second veil; B. N. Naylor, Jr., grand Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling...
master first veil; C. E. Lowber, grand
flour.
616
sentinel.
Hungarian patent

íj.,,,.,.

WESTERN

MINING AND OIL
NEWS
Western Newspaper Union News Servio.

Prices for Metals.
New York. Lead $5.50.
Bar Silver 82c.
Copper Casting, $23.17.
St. Louis. Spelter $7.91'4.
Boulder Tungsten concentrates, 60
per cent, $20.0025.00 per unit; crude
ores, 60 per cent, $20.0025.00; 25
per cent, $12.00 12.50; 10 per cent,
per unit.
$9.400-12.2-

Arizona.
New strikes in the copper mines
around Mayer are almost a dally oc-

currence.
With the water problem finally
solved, sinking Is going forward
shaft
steadily in the
at Jerome.
The Jerome Verde has fourteen and
a half feet of ore averaging better
than 20 per cent copper and the
Dundee-Arizon-

a

foot-wa- ll

has not been reached.
The Arizona Binghampton Copper
Company broke all its milling records
laBt month. The first six days of Oc
tober showed an actual recovery of
12,500 pounds of copper daily.

Colorado.
Improvements at the Pinnacle mine
at Oak Creek will allow a production
of 2,500 tons of coal daily.
engiing after licensing thirty-fou- r
The old Louis mine in Bridal Veil
neers and surveyors.
is to be rebasin, near Telluride,
Dreaaed I'oultrr.
opened and unwatered by a group of
The body of Jacob Harden, a well
(lena !).
Add Pinto Beans to Army Rations.
26
?
known mining man, was found in the
Telluride business men.
East Las Vegas. County Agricul Springs
"v
lurKeys, rancy a. p
He tural Agent M. R. Gonzalez and many Turkeys,
ore strike in
animas river in Sierra county.
The recent high-grad- e
20
022
old toms
17
bad been missing for some time.
of the farmers of San Miguel county Turkeys, choice
the Portland mine, at over 2,000 feet
Mens,
luncy
u
surface, again emphasizes the
The grand jury at Santa Fé has were greatly pleased to learn that Ducks, vnuncr
0tl from
14
importance of deep mining.
recommended new safes and vaults pinto beans have been added to the Qeeae
Kooaters
purnavy
will
new
army
and
be
ration
and
for the county officers and a
The Golden Fleece on Hotchkiss
This in
heating plant for the jail at Santa Fé. chasad through Washington.
Live Poultry.
mountain, near Lake City, is being reDenver.)
(Prleea
F.O.B.
telenet
a
came
form
of
the
formation
in
provided with a mill, and It,
opened,
At its regular meeting the Albu
20
028
Springs
too. Is shaping for steady shipments.
i1
querque lodge of the Moose instructed gram to the county agent from the liens, rancy, lb
8
010
Rooatera. lb
its trustees to invest $200 of the sur state food administrator. It shows Broilera,
Work on the Griffith oil well, east
23
0 26
lb
plus of the beneficiary fund in Liberty that the pintos are recognized as ex Turkeya, 10 lbs. or ovar ....is u
of Colorado Springs, is going for
16
nu
as
018
as
welt
Ducks, young
cellent food, palatable
ward without interruption. - The oil
bonds.
10
011
San Miguel county has in Qeeae
tritious.
sand is not expected short of 2,000
The New Mexico battery, which creased its bean crop greatly every
or 2,500 feet.
has been at Charlotte, N. C, for three year for the past three years on the Eggs, graded No. Usas.
1 net. F. O.
"
The company- operating the Ohio
weeks, was on the move again, possi advice of the county agent.
li. Denver
1ÍKHS. graded No. 2 net, F. O.
bly to a point of embarkation for
Tunnel above Bird's Eye, in the Lead-vill- e
B. Denver
district, has awarded contracts
Eggs, case count, mlac cases
France.
,0(.n
Makes Record Bean Production
"'vg for driving its main tunnel ahead
less commission
The Sheriffs' and Peace Officers'
Santa Fé. The State Council of De
.
llutie-rfeet
of New Mexico was fense which is gathering crop figures
Association
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.45 046
The San Antonia Tunneling and
formed at Albuquerque, Sheriff C. A. for the year, Walter M. Danburg, act Creameries, 2nd grade, lb. ...42 043
42
Mining Company, at Bayfield, baa
Rector of Chaves county being elected ing as statistician, figures that New I'rocess
37
to
Packing stock (net)
been incorporated with a capital stock
70,112,101
president.
Mexico
has produced
of three million dollars. The holdings
for
Fruit.
The district headquarters of the pounds of beans or 200 pounds
of the company comprise 200 acres
Apples, Colo., new fancy, box. 1.6002.60
forest service will begin sending out each man, woman and child, union riuma, com., crate
county leading with 30,000,000 pounds, Peaches, Colo
6001.00 above Emerald lakes.
notices to their field forces with
2.000 8.00
12,000,000
pounds, Pears, Colo
Light production is resulting from
view of aiding the Hoover program Quay producing
Colfax 4,750,000 and Mora 4,000,000
the work In progress at the main shaft
Vegetables.
of food conservation.
of
pounds. Eddy produced 6,600 bales
1.2601.50 of the Elkton Company on Raven hill.
Beets, cwt
Bail in the sum of $10,000 was fixed cotton and Dona Ana county 147,000 Beets. Colo., bunches
200 .60 Ten groups of lessees are active, and
1.6002.00
Cabbage
by the Court of Criminal Appeals in crates of cantaloupes.
the output is limited to three cars
1.2601.60
cwt
Carrote,
SPORTING NEWS
the case of Felix R. Jones, charged
06
.07 per week of milling grade ore.
Cauliflower, lb
Benny Leonard Was offered $25,000 with the murder of Thomas Lyons,
.76
600
Celery
Bean Elevator for Torrance County,
mine in Graham
.
The Greenback
vwto box Charley White, the Chicago wealthy cattleman of Silver City.
laoie, uoa.
papers umona,
2.0002.60
Santa Fé. Incorporation
Pntntnoti rat.
Park, at Leadvllle, is again operating
lightweight.
04
.06
TnmftlMR
This has been what the apiarists were filed by the Isbell Elevator Com Turnips Colo., doz. bunches... .25 0 .80 at full capacity. At the Wolftone
Introduction of a third major league call an uncommonly
good year for pany, which proposes to erect a bean
shaft the Western Mining" Company
baseball circuit with or without the honey, and 48,000 pounds have already elevator at Wlllard, Torrance county,
HIDES AND PELTS.
is shipping 200 tons per day of sine
sanction of organized baseball was the been shipped from the Artesia sta and which already has closed con?
sulphide.
carbonate and lead-zin- c
Drr Hides.
announcement made at Chicago on the tion to points in New Mexico and tracts with Estancia valley farmers
S3
per
lb
butcher,
Flint
81
authority of Charles W. Murphy, for Texas,
for large quantities not only of beans, Flint rallen
Montana.
17
Flint bull and atag
mer owner of the Cubs.
products.
15
George L. James, manager of the
Kiint cuna ano mué
The New Mexico campaign to se but other
Alfredo de Oro, at New York, re cure pledges to the food saving proSalt Aldea luso id. jeae.
Horaehldes 12028 pile of great Southern Montana OH Company, that
Crippled Woman Alda U. S.
bil gram
tained his title as three-cushio- n
is drilling wells near Meeteetse, has
ealted.
is now mapped out and It is tho
many
Alamogordo.
Bedridden
for
champ'ion
John
defeated
when
he
liard
great faltn in the oil section about
Intention of those in charge to secure
Drr Flint relia.
Daly, the challenger, in the final block the signatures of at least 50,000 to months, Mrs. M. R. Langford is knit
Meeteetse, and believes It will make
80
wool Delta, per lb.
ting her bit for the American soldier 8hort
86
of fifty points by a score of 5U to 4H, the cards.
wool pelts
a good field.
e
....
A broken hip makes
in France.
Butcher shearlings no. i ...
The total for the three nights' play
10
The situation continues to improve
Isaac Martinez, who is suspected of impossible for her to leave her bed No. 2 murían shearlings
was: De Oro, 150; Daly, 129.
Bucks, sauules ana pieces a vaiue.
at the properties of the Anaconda
having shot and killed Mrs. Matilde but she has knit a large number of
Mining Company at Butte. About
GENERAL
Bustos de Ortiz near Cebolla on June woolen articles for the soldiers
Green gallad 1'eKe.
11,000 tons of ore are being hoisted
Lamb and aheep, each ... .1.002.00
Mrs. Vincent Astor is reported to 17th, last, has been captured and is
no
f
Spring lamba
daily. This Is equivalent to a copbe 111 in Paris.
10
60
being held to await a preliminary
Shearlings
Walks, Enlists and Wins Bet.
per production of something like
Canadian wheat soon to be moving hearing in LeDoux.
Deming. Having walked the entire
Call and Kip. (irceu Sailed.
The num
pounds monthly.
toward eastern mills.
1.0001.2
Colin
Neblett sentenced distance from Tipton, la., Paul W, Deacona, each
Judge
ber of men returning to work is in60
70
Returns from the Liberty loan cam James Pandell, H. G. Norris, ana France arrived Oct. 24 to join the tilunks
16
offiAnaconda
daily,
creasing
and. an
Branded
22
24
paign of the Boy Scouts of America Cleve Mayfield to ninety days in jail Iowa machine gun company at Camp Calfskin, per lb
cial statement says the company's
5.00(8.5.60
1
No.
1
on
excess
Horse,
Sept.
Tipton
$21,
of
in
bonds
Cody.
left
that
showed
France
for peddling liquor to soldiers at Camp
mines are now being operated at 78
Horse, No. 2
000,000 were sold.
Mayfield also was fined the a wager which stipulated he must Kip
Cody.
l 'V
per cent of normal.
2.0002.60
Ulua and Pony
reach Deming before Not. 1.
Secretary McAdoo, in speech at Lit- costs of the case and $200.
7
Colt
Amer
militant
declares
that
Rock,
New
tle
Over 400 have enrolled at the
New Mexico.
Bank Deposits Have Increased,
Greca Salted, Cured Hides, etc.
ica can whip the Kaiser, but that the Mexico Normal at East Las Vegas.
IBM
Ties for the new narrow guage rail
Over 40 lba., per lb
Examiner
Bank
Fé.
State
Kaiser can whip apathetic America.
Santa
According to word received by the
Under 40 lbs
road to Johnson mine are being cut
12 4
Madame Sarah Bernhardt, on her San Miguel county exemption board George H. Van Stone, In a report Hull and stag
11
hides and skins
Miners are scarce in the Mogollón
seventy-thir- d
birthday, said: "Ameri from the commander at Camp Funs shows that deposits in state banks in Glue
cureu,
10 less.
Part
district and the increasing work of
(Jreen, 2o lb. less than cured.
ca will win the war for France," and ton all the men sent from San Miguel creased $4,216,859.72 during the past
fers emplpyment for good men.
expressed her profound admiration county in the first two contingents year, the total deposits on Sept. 12th,
MARKETS.
HISCEXLA.VfciULS
The Socorro Mining & Milling Co.
having been $13,835,8G6.67, while the
for America and American women.
have been found physically sound.
are Increasing mill tonnage. October
Prleea Quoted for Metala.
total loans and discounts were $13,317,
Blown down by a high wind, a big
instantly
and
J. C. Shaffer was shot
tonnage being several hundred tons
of $3,906,031.16 and
New York. Lead $5.50.
oak tree struck an automobile near killed bv C. S. Crosby near Rock Val- 878.73, an Increase
Bar Silver 82 üc.
$17,971,957.26,
ahead of normal.
Copper Casting, $23.17 He
Dallas, Tex., killing Frank Boyd, dep lev school, north of Roswell. Tho kill the resources totaled
of $5,015,520.38. There
London. Bar Sliver 42 lad per OS.
There are several silver prospects
uty sheriff of Rockwall, Tex., and Eu ing is said to have been the outgrowth an increaseseventy-twSpelter,
$7.91
H.
St.
Loula.
state
banks
camp
are show
are now
Two
genia Hanby, his sister-in-law- .
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60 in the Cerrillos
over some school and
'
fight
factional
of
is
capitalization
per
the total
unit. Cruda ing some high grade ere that will
per cent, $20.00026.00
others were seriously injured.
ores, 60 per cent, $20.00026.00; 26 per soon be on the shipping list.
matters which have been in court.
$2,505,588.20, an increase of $321,421.33
cent, $12.00012.60; 10 per cent, $8.40
A British tank, similar to the giant
The report also Includes reports from 12.20 per unit.
At Clayton, a new auto struck
At Mogollón, the Oaks Co. In
war machines of this character in ac sleeping
national
of the forty-tw- o
road and turned twenty-sevein
dog
the
creased development and ore break
Grata In Mlnneupolla.
tive service in France, reached the turtle. Jed Scott s back was broken. banks of the Btate.
on the Central group. A considering
car-loMinneapolis. Minn. Flour In
New York port on a steamship from
wife was only bruised. His broth
lota: Fancy patenta, $10.60, wood; able tonnage is awaiting shipment to
Europe and was set up as a compan His
juta;
Society.
$8.76;
clears.
second
Georgraphic
cleara,
flrat
er also escaped serious injury. His Prince Heads
mill.
lute.
ion exhibit to the German submarine
Albuquerque.
The New Mexico Ge- $5.76,
wife received an injury to
Rye $1.77H1.78H.
The Waldo smelter at Cerrillos Is
which recently arrived, to stimulate brother's
1.80.
Barley
$1.08
meet
annual
held
Society
its
ographic
the knee.
running night and day and has been
Liberty bond purchasing.
Bran $31.60032.00.
eiscovof
anniversary
the
ing
on
the
turning out sine dust ever since last
Corn No. 1 yellow, $2.00 2.02.
Ramon Salazar, charged with cruelty
Benjamin P. Cheney, Boston; Au
Oats No. ( white. 6S4.06OKC
guilty in the ery of America. The following offi
April. This plant will soon enlarge
gustus D. Julliard, New York, and T. to his wife, was found
year
coming
for
the
elected
were
cers
Albuquerque,
the
Its capacity.
Court at
ad Poultry
Butter, Baga, Potato
DeWitt Cuyler, Philadelphia, were re- District
Boyd; vice presi
R.
David
President,
clemency.
Salazar
recommending
Creamery,
88042a.
Chicago. Buttar
Jury
a
The shaft of the Galena Chief at
elected directors of the Atchison,
L. Brad
teggs Firsts, S6tJ37c; ordinary
wife with a knife In the dents, William C. McDonald, secretary,
Cerrillos has been retlmbered. The
& Santa Fe Railway at the an- jabbed his
firsts. 35 4! 36c; at mark, cásea
sep- ford Prince, A. D. Crile;
They
had
side.
right
arms
and
86037c.
ore Is a lead proposition and runs
nual stockholders' meeting at Topeka,
Potatoea Wlaconaln, Michigan and over eighty ounces of silver to the
Salazar, encountering her Dean A. Worcester; treasurer, Don P.
do aacka,
$1.2601.36;
bulk,
Minnesota,
Geographic
Kan. Acquisition of 107 miles of rail arated and
of
the
Members
Barelas, used the knife Johnston.
ton and 12 per cent lead.
$1.3601.40.
road under construction or already on a road in
Fowla, 14017c; springs,
Poultry
Board: Nestor Montoya, F. W. Clancy,
on her.
17ÜC.
built was confirmed..
Reports from county agents to the Five General Topics for Educators.
Wyoming.
er,
John Schroeder, a Dewltt,
Calca ara Grain aa Pravtalou Prleea.
Defense show that
was fleeced out of $10,000 by State Council of
Chicago. Corn No. 2 yellow, $1.10
The Carmania Oil Company reports
Santa Fé. Five general topics, all 1.12;
have a total bean
1 yellow. $2.11.
No.
two confidence men, Lincoln police New Mexico will
over seventy million correlated, will be presented and dis
Oata No. 2 white, 6114 iliac; stand- a heavy flow of gas in its No. 1 well
announced.
Schroeder gave a draft crop this year of
in the Plunkett field at Lander.
61H06214C
reports are expected to cussed at the meetings of the Educa ard,
1.81.
Rye No. , $1.80
for $10,000 for a steel box supposed pounds. Final
Mexico
New
Council of the
The Tisdale Oil syndicate reports
Barley $1.1601.87.
increase this stotal considerably. Un- tional Teachers'
to contain $30,000 as his share of
on
Satur
$4
Association
Timothy
608.50.
over thirty mil- SUte
getting leases on a considerable tract
lucky stock speculation.
The box con- ion county leads with
Clover $18.00 24.00.
con
council
The
24th.
day.
November
in the Tensleep district near Worland.
pork Nominal.
lion pounds.
tained nothing of value.
six members at large and
I jrrl l!.20(T 24.26.
The Socorro Mining and Milling I sists ofrepresentatives
Merritt well on Section 8 of the
27.76.
A fire of mysterious origin desec
$27.870
Ribs
each
from
of
-three
half
clean-ufor the last
Big Mnddy, In which the oil was enstroyed the potash plant of the Min- Company
uí.ic-u- .
special
twenty-on- e
ana
Pelees.
tion,
Cortea
several
York
New
to
amounted
,
countered at a depth of 8,170 feet, has
eral Products Corporation at Alunlte, September
seventy members
New York. Cotton Dec, 28.00; Jan. been drilled thirty feet into the sand
d
bars of gold and silver bul- tives, making about
five miles southwest of Marysvale.
altogether. It Is the council that 17.86; March. I6.86; May. 16.86.
properties
all
from
Production
lion.
and the column of oil has raised to
Utah, causing a loss estimated at
Tee BasTr Market.
Increased as fast as arrange- threshes out Questions of educational
within 1.000 feet of the too.
$250,000 and the possible loss of one is being
Centrifugal,
$$.0;
Tork.
policy.
New
ments cao be made.
$6.02; tina granulated, $8.16.
if
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fat

LUCY

Correspondence.

-

Six half sections have been
fenced, making one travel up or

Miss Narciesa Gustel spent the down a "lane," wherever you
day with Mrs. Munger, Monday, start.
She also spent several days at
Mountain-air- ,
the Hubbard ranch during the Bro. Donaldson ofmoved
recently
here
who
has
week.
from Texas, will preach the first
N. P. Harbin has been sick Sunday in November. Bro. Perwith a cold the past week, but kins preaches the second Sunday
has kept working on the Mc- - in each month. You are invited

Gillivray cottages.
Mrs. H. 0. Claunch has been
sick the past week at her moth
er's. Mrs. J. H. Power. She is
convalescing rapidly now.
N. C. Foley left for
Sunday, where he will join
the army. He will probably re
turn home for a few days before
lie leaves for the winter.
W. F. Peel moved his cottage
nearer town about a quarter of
a mile last week. He intends
to build an adobe in the spring.
Lawrence Addington is working for J. E. Patterson and is atHe will
tending school too.
probably remain with them during the winter.
Custer Bigelow
Mr. and-Mrand family and her mother Mrs.
S. J. Brown of Shawnee, Oklahoma, came last Saturday to
take up residence in this part of
the state. Mrs. Bigelow is well
acquainted here, having lived
here several years ago. She was
Mrs. Minnie Smoot then.
John McGillivray has been
quite busy vaccinating cattle for
He has lost two to
black leg.
date.
A. F. Liggett and family have
pone to Texas for the winter.
As yet they have not found a
suitable location.
Misses Carrie Hawkins and
Malvina Rhoads, Norton Rhoads
and wife and Harralson Haw- the day with M. M.
Rhoads, Sunday.
a.

kinB-ape-

nt

HAST VI raw

Special Correspondence,

Mr. Perry of Texas is visiting

his
ols.

old-tim- e

neighbor, Ray Nich

He is hunting for a farm.

spent Sunday
Mr. Bedford
with Mr. Hatton.
Joe Purcella had thirteen thou
sand pounds of beans and Ad
twenty-tw- o
thousand
Guff,
pounds.
Mrs. Torrence and son are
boarding at Mrs. Kayser's.
B. B. Spencer sold a nice bunch
of hogs to Mr. Ford who lives in
the valley.
Mrs. Wagner is making her
friends glad that they are her
friends by sending them great
luscious tomatoes out of her own
garden.
Several of the neighborhood
have licenses for hunting deer.
They have seen them but the
deer still live, and venison, as
yet, graces none of our tables.

to attend these services.
School continues with marked
Nannie Bonner was a
interest.
visitor Monday.
Ed Brunner and sister attended church at Mountainair Sunday night
Oscar Sinclair writes his parents that he is seeing sights of
wonder in the Old World. He is
inPekin, the capital of China,
where the chaplain and two hunsailors visited
dred twenty-fiv- e
the great wall thirty feet wide
and one thousand miles long,
the different temples, and the
spot the Chinese claim is the
He says:
center of the earth.
'How proud I'm made to feel
I'm an American."

MORIARTY
Messenger.

From the Moriarty

Fortsñ$iion
Natural
catch colds easily, troubled with catarrh,

If yóu

BEANS!

if

if subject to headaches, nervousness or listlessness,
by all means start today to build your strength with

i

WHS

The imported Norwegian cod liver oil uwd in Scott' Emutnon is now refined
in our own American laboratories which guarantees it free from impurities.
IMS
Scott fk Bowne, Bloomficld. N. J.

pounds of beans from 75 acres,
or about 625 pounds per acre.
Rev. S. B. Garcia of Albuquerque was through Mountainair on
his way to Mcintosh, where he
and Rev. Farley had planted
On account of the late
beans.
rains in that vicinity the beans
did not multiply in sufficient
quantity to make autocrats of
Garcia and Farley.
Chas. C. Weitz is buildinsr an
addition at the rear of his restaurant and pool room, to accomodate his growing restaurant
business.
On Monday two fellows were
called before Judge Fuller accused with having tried to put
down more liquor than they
His honor ascould carry off.
sessed a fine for each with the
trimmings, and advised them
not to try to drink it all before
November 6th, as there remained
too much of it.

SCHOOL

FUND

The Bean situation remains unchanged. The
,
with all the wholesalers
market is
holding off, expecting the Government to set
a price, which we undrstand will
very-weak-

which is a concentrated medicinal food and building- tonic to put power in the blood, strengthen
the life forces and tone up the appetite.
No alcohol in SCOTT'S.

APPORTIONMENT

Apportionment of school funds
for fourth quarter, 1917. Rate

Not Be Done

$1.00.
We are. reliably informed that choice
Di8t. No. Enumeration Amount
$ 96.00
1
96
Pinto Beans are being sold in Colora209.00
209
2
do to the Government at $7.75 per cwt. and
173.00
173
3
68.00
68
4
that Colorado growers and dealers are meeting
90.00
90
5
in Denver to discuss the situation.
164.00
164
6
151.00
151
7
New Mexico growers might hold meetings
130.00
130
8
5300
53
9
along the same lines. We suggest you
16100
161
10
104.00
11
104
67.00
67
12
170.00
170
13
20.00
20
14
29.00
29
15
79.00
79
16
23.00
23
17
22 00
22
18
21 00
21
19
70.00
70
20
13.00
13
21
Estancia, N. M.
Phone 46
25 00
25
22
46.00
46
23
76.00
76
24
39.00
39
25
55.00
TIES FOR RAILROAD
55"
47
21.00
21
26
29 00
29
48
Hundreds of ties cut at the
33.00 49
33
27
37.00
37
48 00
48
28
head of the Little Tesuque can26.00
26
29
$3066.00 yon are being hauled down out
"Totals 3066.
54.00
54
30
of the mountains for the New
89.00
89
32
Governor Lindsey says that 80
42.00
42
34
A road has
cent of the 400 convicts in Mexico Central.
102.00 per
102
35
to
head of the
the
been
builu
66.00 the New Mexico peni tertfiary are
66
37
Mexican.
canyon.
New
liquor.
of
15
15.00 there because
38
26.00
26
39
-- 48.00
48
40
34.00
34
41
69
69.00
42
Tell us your needs; we are here to serve you.
35
35.00
43
AMIGO DE LOS RANCHEROS
55
55.00
44
Estamos para servirlos. Dignanos lo que Vd. necessita.
26
26.00
45
57.00
57
46
MOUNTAINAIR,

Moriarty people showed their
patriotism by subscribing for
Liberty bonds. Tuesday Judge
Medler canvassed the town and
in company with Cleofes Romero
and H. J. Fincke called on parThose who
ties in the country.
subscribed are Francisco Gomez,
M. T. Moriarty, L. V. Holdridge,
Ascension, Macario and Julian
Chavez, T. H. Flowers, H. J.
Fincke, Toney Gomez, J. L.
Crossley, the Kinsell boys, R. V.
WILLARD
Gilbert, Dr. Wiggins and C. B. From the Record
Mr. Elias Spear, who has been
Seaman.
If any other person
bought bonds of the first or sec- with the Willard Mercantile Co.
ond issue, we shall be glad to for several years, has been appointed office deputy sheriff by
publish the names.
District Judge Medler, upon the
recommendation of Sheriff Teno
MOUNTAINAIR
From the Independent.
The selection
rio and his staff.
Frank L. Stephens withdrew of Mr. Spear for the office of
e
deputy sheriff has the approval
filhis application for a
ing in section 24, 1, 8 last Satur- of his many friends in the coun
day and filed on half of the sec- ty, and the county officers, as his
tion. John L. Hill filed on the ability to conduct the office in a
clean and efficient manner is
other half.
recognized by all who know him
J. S. Wisdom last Saturday
well, and a better man to fill the
purchased of Bryan & Tabet a
office .irould be hard to find. Mr.
half section of land northeast of Spear has always been a republiMountainair, and took over the can of the most progressive ideas,
lease on two school sections.
and has been permanent chairBob Hubbard threshed 47,000 man in our county conventions.

Take It Up With Your
County Agent at Once

H.

640-acr-

--

Herzstein Seed Co.

The Farmer's Friend

n. m.
M ountainair otate Dank,
STRENGTH and SERVICE

W. E. Martin of Belén
Will be in Estancia

PLEASANTEVIW
Special Correspondence.

Nov.

A Service Car

Too late for last week.

it gives in
for a modest outlay

'TpHE service

D. W. Carroll had business in
Willard Tuesday.

return

Its

its stamina
long haul and sustained speed,
would be remarkable in a much
higher priced car.
get-awa- y,

106-inc-

.

But it is small enough to be
handled with less e'ffort than
any other car that will serve you
so well and in such comfort. "

WANTED!
500 Acres Plowed

W. R. MEflDOR
T

fui

mu- .-

i,

A

Light Four,
$790.00

JJ

to Nov. 5

PHOTOGRAPHS

h
wheelbaseand cantilever springs take care of that.

its. fast
for the

1

An opportunity to secure the best in

It is big enough and comfortable enough for your longest
drives.

com-

mends the Overland Light Four
to the veteran car owner.

C. M. Elliot is in receipt of a
in Texas

letter from his brother

to meet him and his herd of cattle this week at Willard.
0. C. Lane and family, Mrs.
J. W. Williams and Mrs. Lambkin of near Estancia, were visitors Sunday in A. N. Lester's
home.
Messrs. Williams, Lester and
Elliott have put up a windmill at
their new well this week and
plenty of water is available.
Jim Burns and family from
Mangum, Oklahoma, arrived
Saturday and will make their
home at the C. M. Stark homestead. Mr. Stark will be at
home with the new family, being
old acquaintances in Oklahoma.
Mr. and Mrs. Mattox left for
their home in Colorado Tuesday,
after spending a month with
their daughter, Mrs. Nora Carroll.
There has been considerable
fencing going on this past week.

A

Will let contract for plowing of 500 acres southwest of Estancia, in lots of not less than 40
acres to each contract. Will pay agreed price
per acre, plowman to furnish everything nec-

.

essary.

Plowing must be completed

before Nov. 30,

1917.

ISAAC BARTH
'

'.cT-t-

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

